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3Abstract
AL MAMUN, MD. ABDULLAH, M.S., December 2015, Physics
Thermal Properties of Nuclei and Their Level Densities (109 pp.)
Director of Thesis: Madappa Prakash
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop the theoretical tools for a rapid
calculation of nuclear level densities for neutron-rich nuclei not found in the laboratory,
but commonly encountered in astrophysical settings. Toward this goal, the thermal
properties of 4820Ca,
132
50 Sn,
208
82 Pb and
57
27Co were calculated using statistical methods. The
single-particle levels for these nuclei were obtained from thermal Hartree-Fock and
Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations for two model Hamiltonians based on the Skyrme
forces SkO′ and SkM∗. The calculated nuclear level densities are in better agreement with
experimental data for 5727Co and
208
82 Pb for the SkO
′ model. Both models fail at very low
excitation energies owing to the approximations made in the statistical treatment.
A new finding of this work is the discontinuity in the specific heat at constant volume
for 5727Co in the excitation energy range of 1.5-3 MeV, which indicates a phase transition
from the superfluid state to normal matter. To our knowledge, this feature has not been
reported in the literature for this nucleus. We also found the physical reason why
calculations for open shell nuclei sometimes yield a diverging pattern in the single-particle
level densities at low excitation energies. This behavior is caused by a combination of two
effects: high degeneracies and close proximity of partially filled levels to the chemical
potentials of neutrons and protons.
A practical strategy is proposed for future work in which results of more
microscopic, but computer-intensive, calculations that avoid the divergences found in
statistical treatments at very low excitation energies are stitched with the results at
moderate to high exciation energies from the latter approach.
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1 Introduction
The thermal properties of nuclei play major roles in the synthesis of elements in
stellar environments. The evolutions of supernovae, neutron stars and mergers of compact
binary stars are also significantly influenced by the thermal properties of nuclei. Medical
applications of nuclear physics, fission and fusion reactor design require accurate
knowledge of nuclear reaction rates which depend sensitively on the thermal
characteristics of nuclei. In many astrophysical situations, neutron-rich nuclei not found in
the laboratory are encountered. Simulations of astrophysical phenomena thus require
theoretical guidance. Efforts to produce highly neutron-rich nuclei using rare-isotope
accelerator facilities are being undertaken across the world.
Long before experiments could be performed, Bethe laid the foundation for the study
of the thermal properties of nuclei [Bet37]. In his seminal paper, Bethe introduced the
concept of the nuclear level density, ρ, and showed how ρ grows exponentially with the
entropy of the nucleus. Based on the Fermi gas model of the nucleus, he showed that
ρ(Ex) ∝ exp(2
√
aEx), where Ex is the excitation energy and a =
pi2
6
g0 with g0 denoting the
single-particle level density close to the Fermi energy. The quantity a is now commonly
referred to as the level density parameter. Since then, many reformulations of‘ “Bethe’s
formula” have been done to incorporate realistic single-particle energy spectra for nuclei
based on the shell model, pairing and correlation effects, etc., so that detailed comparisons
with the experimental findings can be performed. The study of the “Nuclear Level
Density” has received many years of attention by many researchers largely owing to its
importance in several areas of physics and astrophysics. However, many theoretical and
experimental challenges persist, particularly with regard to neutron-rich nuclei.
The main goal of the research work performed for this thesis is to develop the
theoretical tools necessary for the study of the thermal properties of nuclei and their level
densities, particularly for use in large-scale simulations of the astrophysical phenomena
13
mentioned above. Researchers, led by Emeritus Prof. Steve Grimes, have conducted many
experiments using the Edward’s Accelerator Laboratory at Ohio University, and
accelerator facilities elsewhere, to determine the level densities of nuclei. Collaboration
with the local experimental group has been and will be used to benefit. Collaboration on
the theoretical front involves Emeritus Prof. Paul-Gerhard Reinhard of the University of
Erla¨ngen, Germany, who has considerable expertise in nuclear structure. The focus at the
initial stages of this research project has been to
1. Assess the existing theoretical formulations of nuclear level densities so that areas
in which further developments are necessary can be identified; and
2. Develop and calibrate the theoretical tools necessary for the prediction of nuclear
level densities by comparison with known data.
The long-term goals of this project include:
1. Development of a theoretical scheme by which nuclear level densities can be
calculated rapidly and with reasonable accuracy to assist computer-time consuming
large scale simulations of astrophysical phenomena; and
2. Suggestions for new experiments to shed light on the excitation energy dependence
of the nuclear level densities as the charge and mass numbers of nuclei as well as
their angular momenta are varied.
Progress made to date is reported in this thesis. From the vast amount of literature on
this subject, several classic works stand out. These include the ground-breaking work of
Bethe [Bet37], reviews in Refs. [Eri60],[HM72], text book exposition by Bohr and
Mottelson [BM69, BM75], and several research articles [DG01, Mor72, Rei99, LMK91a].
References to experimental data and valuable tuition were provided by Ohio University
experimental researchers Prof. Steve Grimes, Dr. Alexander Voinov and Tom Massey.
Where appropriate, references to earlier works from which this work has greatly
benefitted are made in the text. Citations to earlier works are not exhaustive, but
14
representative. This research was carried out under the guidance of Prof. Madappa
Prakash and with much help from the senior graduate student Brian Muccioli.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes the basic properties of
nuclei such as the average and odd-even structures in binding energies, and, nuclear sizes
and shapes. This sections also contains a qualitative discussion of the compound nucleus
formed by the capture of a projectile by a target nucleus resulting in the projectile plus
target nucleus to be in a state of thermal excitation. In order to set the stage for the
discussion of the thermal properties of nuclei, those of bulk homogeneous nuclear matter
are presented in Chapter 3. Here, the thermal state variables of a system of neutrons and
protons subject to the strong forces alone are discussed in the degenerate limit. The bulk
part of the Hamiltonian density, to be used later in the discussion of nuclei, is introduced
along with a discussion of single-particle energy spectra and the isospin dependence of the
thermal state variables such as the entropy, excitation energy, and specific heats at
constant volume and pressure. Chapter 4 contains the theoretical description of the
thermal properties of nuclei. Here, expressions that enable the calculation of nuclear level
densities based on a general form of the single-particle energy spectra of exited nuclei are
presented. Details of the model Hamiltonian density and of the thermal Hartree-Fock and
Hartree-Fock plus BCS pairing calculations to generate the single-particle spectra of
spherical to near-spherical nuclei are also contained in this chapter. In Chapter 5, the
experimental methods used to extract the nuclear level densities are summarized.
Examples of the global trend of the nuclear level density parameter a with the nuclear
mass number A are shown with data drawn from compilations in the literature. The results
of calculations performed based on the formalism presented in this chapter are compared
with available experimental data for several nuclei. The manner in which the nature of
single-particle spectra and their occupation probabilities as well as pairing gaps influence
the entropy, excitation energy, spin cut-off parameters, etc. influence the nuclear level
15
densities are discussed. Chapter 7 contains the summary and conclusion of this thesis.
Research topics to be addressed in the future are indicated in Chapter 8. Analytical details
not found in the literature are collected in Appendix A.
16
2 Nuclei and Their Basic Properties
In this chapter, properties of nuclei closely related to the objectives of this thesis will
be summarized. As for most self-bound systems, the two most basic properties of nuclei
are their ground state masses and sizes. For a nucleus containing Z protons and N
neutrons (Z + N = A, being the mass number), the difference between its observed mass
M(Z,N) and the combined mass of the individual nucleons (a term that collectively refers
to protons and neutrons) can be used to deduce the amount of energy needed to put
together A nucleons in a nucleus. The binding energies
B(Z,N) =
(
Zmp + Nmn − M(Z,N)
)
c2 (2.1)
(mp and mn are the vacuum masses of the proton and neutron) of nuclei examined as a
function of their mass number A (see Fig. 2.1) reveals significant features of the strong
interactions (nuclear forces) between nucleons in a nucleus.
2.1 Saturation of Binding Energy per Particle, B/A, with A
For A nucleons, one might expect the
A(A − 1)
2
pairs, each pair with a bonding
energy Eb, to yield a binding energy per particle
B
A
∝
(A − 1
2
)
Eb . (2.2)
The data in Fig. 2.1 is at odds with the above expectation. For all but the light nuclei,
B/A ' 8 MeV. This saturation of B/A with increasing mass number A for medium to
heavy nuclei points to each nucleon being subject to a collective mean field generated by
interactions between all nucleons. The task for theory is to explain this saturating
phenomenon based on nucleon-nucleon interactions in the many-body context of finite
sized nuclei in which quantum effects prevail. Progressive steps taken over the years have
combined the wisdom gained from many approaches such as the liquid drop model, the
shell model, the collective model, density functional methods, etc. First principle
17
calculations based on the underlying nucleon-nucleon interactions for medium to heavy
nuclei have not yet reached their maturity.
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Figure 2.1: Binding energy per nucleon vs mass number (Source of data: Ref. [WA85].
2.2 Odd-Even Structures in B/A
Figure 2.2 shows the binding energies of nuclei vs mass number A with an expanded
scale. Even-even nuclei are slightly more bound than odd-even or odd-odd nuclei. The
only stable odd-odd nuclei are 2H(Z = 1,N = 1), 6Li(3,3), 10B(5,5), and 14N(7,7). All
heavier odd-odd nuclei are beta-unstable and decay into even-even nuclei. These features
have been understood as arising from pairing phenomena in nuclei [BMP58]. According
18
to Cooper’s theorem, in a system of degenerate fermions the Fermi surface is unstable due
to the formation of “pairs” if there is an attractive interaction in some spin-angular
momentum channel between the two interacting particles [Coo56, BCS57a, BCS57b].
50 100 150 200 250
Mass number A
8.6
8.0
7.4
E/A
(MeV)
0
even−even nuclei
odd−even/even−odd nuclei
Figure 2.2: Binding energy per nucleon for the most beta-stable isobars (adapted from
Ref. [Seg65].
The systematics of neutron pairing energies in nuclei, defined through
∆Z,N = ±12(BZ,N+1 − 2BZ,N + BZ,N−1) , (2.3)
where BZ,N is the binding energy for charge Z and neutron number N, and +(−) refers to
odd-N and even-N nuclei, are shown in Fig. 2.3. A few noteworthy facts are:
1. Pairing energies range from about 3 to 0.5 MeV, decreasing in magnitude with
increasing N; their behavior with A = N + Z is well fit by [RB13]
∆N,Z = 24/A + 0.82 ± 0.27 , for N odd ,
∆N,Z = 41/A + 0.94 ± 0.31 , for N even . (2.4)
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2. Dips (peaks) occur adjacent to (at) the sequence of magic numbers
N = 14, 28, 50, 82 and 126 for N odd (even).
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Figure 2.3: Top panel: Odd-N pairing energies. Bottom panel: Even-N pairing energies.
Figure adapted from Ref. [RB13].
A similar qualitative behavior is seen in the systematics of proton pairing energies for
odd- and even-Z as a function of proton number Z (see Fig. 2 and Table 1 of [RB13]), but
the magic number effects are less pronounced. If the pairing energy were to be
extrapolated to bulk matter using Eq. (2.4) and A→ ∞, the gap should vanish. As gaps in
20
bulk matter are predicted to be finite, a saturation penomenon is at play. Extended matter
in 3He also exhibits finite gaps, albeit for different reasons. Pairing phenomena in nuclei
will influence their thermal properties and will be discussed in later chapters.
2.3 Nuclear Sizes and Shapes
An estimate of the nuclear radius can be found as follows. If each nucleon has a
radius r0, then the volume of each nucleon is
4
3
pir30. For A nucleons, the volume of the
whole nucleus becomes
V =
4
3
pir30A =
4
3
piR3 , (2.5)
where, R is the radius of the nucleus. Thus, we find
R = r0 A1/3 . (2.6)
This estimate, although based on a uniform distribution of the nucleon density (or a sharp
cut off to the nuclear surface), gives a rough measure of nuclear sizes with r0 ' 1.2 fm.
Hofstadter et al. devised the method to measure the charge distributions inside nuclei
by using electron scattering experiments [HRH56] . For elastically scattered electrons (via
Coulomb interactions with protons within the nucleus), the differential cross section
dσ
dθ
= |F(q)|2 dσ
dθ
∣∣∣∣∣
Mott
, (2.7)
where q = 2p sin(θ/2) is the momentum transfer (p is momentum of the incident
electron),
dσ
dθ
∣∣∣∣∣
Mott
is the Mott (or Rutherford) scattering cross section off total charge Ze,
and the elastic form factor
F(q) =
1
Ze
∫
d3r ρ(r) eiq·r =
1
Ze
∫
d3r ρ(r)
[
1 + (q · r) + 1
2
(q · r)2 + · · ·
]
= 1 +
q2
6
〈r2〉 + · · · with 〈r2〉 = 1
Ze
∫
d3r r2ρ(r) , (2.8)
where the second line above is applicable for a spherical charge distribution, ρ(r), only
(given here for illustrative purposes). Thus, the r.m.s radius 〈r2〉1/2 is readily determined
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from the slope
dF(q)
dq2
for q2  1 (or forward scattering angles) whereas the full form
factor is required to determine the shape of ρ(r).
Hofstadter et al.’s determinations [HRH56] of the charge distributions for a number
of nuclei are shown in Fig. 2.4. The data suggests that the charge distribution has a
functional form similar to a Fermi or Woods-Saxon shape given by
ρ(r) = ρ0
[
1 + exp
(r − R
a
) ]−1
, (2.9)
where R is the distance at which the density ρ(r) is half of its maximum value ρ0 at the
center, and a is the diffuseness parameter. The thickness of the surface region is often
expressed in terms of the interval, t, in which the density falls from 90% to 10% of its
central value. For the distribution in Eq. (2.9),
t = (4 ln 2) a ' 4.40 a . (2.10)
Also shown in Fig. 2.4 are the matter (or nucleon) density distributions, ρm, under the
assumption that they can be scaled with the charge density according to
ρm(r) =
A
2Z
ρ(r) . (2.11)
The numerical value of r0 is found to be ' 1.2 fm for the charge radius and ∼ 1.4 fm for
the mass radius, and a ' 0.54 fm.
Since the original experiments of Hofstadter et al., significantly refined experiments
(to about 0.1% accuracy) have been performed for the charge distributions [ddd87].
Neutron distributions to the same level of accuracy as those for charge distributions are
not known because of complications involved with the strong interactions. Recently,
however, the neutron-skin thickness has been measured for 208Pb via parity-violating
electron scattering experiments at the the Jeffferson Laboratory [Aet. al.12]. Owing to
experimental difficulties, the results are good to about 10%, far below the accuracy
originally expected.
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Figure 2.4: Charge distributions of nuclei. Figure adapted from [HRH56].
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2.4 Compound Nucleus: A Qualitative Discussion
Nuclear reactions are generally induced by bombarding neutral or charged particles
on a nucleus. The traversal time, the time taken to travel the nucleus in a straight path,
τ ' 2R
v
∼ A1/3 10−23 s , (2.12)
where R is the radius of the nucleus and v is the velocity of the particle, sets the time scale
for the number of interactions that an incident particle can have with the nucleons inside
the target nucleus. For a fast particle with de Broglie wavelength λ =
~
p
 2R, the number
of interactions becomes progressively small with increasing v. A fast particle would
interact with an individual nucleon which would result in a “direct reaction”.
On the other extreme, a slow particle with λ =
~
p
≥ 2R cannot go through the nucleus
without interacting with the target nucleons many times. As the mean free path of a
“captured” particle is of the same order as the short ranged nuclear forces (1-2 fm)
[Bet37], the incident particle loses part of its energy in each interaction with nucleons in
the target. Eventually, all of its energy is distributed among the nucleons as the incoming
particle is trapped for a long time (∼ A1/3 10−20 s). This process leads to the formation of a
“compound nucleus” [Eri60]. Schematically,
Incident Particle + Initial Nucleus → Compound Nucleus
→ Final Nucleus + Outgoing Products
For illustrative purposes, the potential for the target nucleons in their ground state can
be approximated by a finite square well with its discrete energy levels filled to
accommodate A particles. The depth of the well can be chosen so that It takes about 8
MeV (the average binding energy per particle) to remove a particle from the last filled
energy level (Fermi Energy). But there would be many empty levels above the Fermi
energy up to the top of the well in addition to a number of states in the continuum
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including resonant states. The degeneracy (or multiplicities) of all these states can be large
due to 2 isospin degrees of freedom as well as 2 j + 1 spin-projection states for an angular
momentum state with total spin j (orbital plus spin).
If a certain amount of energy, say 6 − 8 MeV, is imparted to the nucleus, one or many
nucleons will occupy the excited states using the available energy and with a probability
given by the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. The total number of ways in which the
energy could be distributed among all the available states becomes very large compared to
the configuration in which all the energy is concentrated in one particle only [Bet37]. The
density of “single-particle energy levels” close to the Fermi energy decides the number of
excited states the nucleus as a whole can reach. The latter density of states, referred to as
the “total nuclear level density” grows exponentially with the entropy of the nucleus
which depends on the “single-particle level density” and the excitation energy. The total
nuclear level density can be measured by a number of ways to be discussed later. In turn,
it gives information about intricacies of nuclear structure that govern “the single-particle
level density”. The distinction between the two level densities mentioned above is
important as one depends exponentially on the other.
According to Bohr’s “Independence Hypothesis” [Boh36], the memory of the
formation of the compound nucleus is lost, i.e., the compound nucleus represents an
equilibrium state and its decay modes depend on the available phase space for the decay
products [Eri60]. Experimentally, this was first verified by Ghoshal in 1950 [Gho50]. In
order to predict the products from the decay of the compound nucleus, one needs
information about the “nuclear level density”. This is the reason why the nuclear level
density is important in reaction theory as it is an input in theoretical calculations of
reaction cross-sections including that of the fission process. Further details about a
statistical treatment will be provided in the theory section on the nuclear level density.
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3 Bulk Nuclear Matter and its Thermal Properties
The term nuclear matter refers to homogeneous bulk matter containing neutrons and
protons interacting through the strong forces alone without the Coulomb interaction
between protons. The study of finite nuclei, however, includes the Coulomb interaction.
Theoretical studies have revealed that bulk matter with equal numbers of neutrons and
protons (isospin symmetric nuclear matter, or SNM) is bound by about 16 MeV
[MS66, MS96] at an equilibrium density of 0.16 ± 0.01 fm−3
[Day78, Jac74, MS66, MS96]. The binding energy steadily decreases with increasing
neutron excess, equilibrium occurring at progressively lower densities and eventually
disappears for pure neutron matter (PNM) (see, e.g., Fig. 4 of Ref. [CMPL14]). In
contrast, the binding energy per particle of medium to heavy nuclei is about 8 MeV, the
lower value compared to that of SNM attributable to a combination of Coulomb repulsion
and quantum features such as shell and pairing effects characteristic of finite systems. In
the context of nuclear physics, the study of bulk nuclear matter aims to pin down the role
of strong interactions present also in finite nuclei.
Homogeneous bulk nucleonic matter is commonly encountered in astrophysical
phenomena connected with supernovae, neutron stars from their birth to old age, and
mergers of compact binary stars. Here matter is generally charge neutral, the total charge
of protons, etc., being neutralized by the net negative charge of leptons such as electrons,
positrons, etc. For a recent account, see Ref. [CMPL15] and references therein. Residual
Coulomb interactions in the ambient charge-neutral matter found in these applications
owing to medium effects giving negligible contributions to the total energy and pressure,
chiefly because of the smallness of the electromagnetic fine structure constant α ' 1/137.
In this chapter, the low-temperature thermodynamic properties of homogeneous bulk
matter is presented. Many of the concepts and techniques discussed here will recur in the
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study of finite nuclei (with attendant changes owing to the finiteness of nuclei) to be
discussed in later chapters.
3.1 Degenerate Limit Thermodynamics
For extreme degenerate to near-degenerate conditions which prevail when the
temperature is small compared to the Fermi temperature, Landau’s Fermi Liquid Theory
(FLT) has been a useful guide to describe the thermodynamic and transport properties of
the system (see, e.g., [BP91], and references therein). The basic tenet of FLT is the
one-to-one correspondence between each quasi-particle state of the interacting system
with a corresponding state in the non-interacting system. The number density n and the
entropy density s involve counting with appropriate occupation numbers of the states in
each system. Consequently, n and s of the interacting system retain the functional forms
of their free Fermi gas counterparts:
n =
∑
σ,τ,k
nk and s = −
∑
σ,τ,k
[
nk ln nk + (1 − nk) ln(1 − nk)
]
, (3.1)
where σ and τ stand for spin and isospin states, and k denotes the momentum of the
quasiparticle with energy k. The Fermi-Dirac distribution function for quasiparticles is
nk = [1 + exp(k−µ)/T ]−1 , (3.2)
where, T is the temperature and µ is the chemical potential. For the interacting system, k
differs from its non-interacting form, k = k2/(2m),1 by the presence of terms that can be
both density- and momentum-dependent:
k =
k2
2m
+U(n) + U(n, k) , (3.3)
1 Often, the Planck’s constant ~ will be set to 1 (following Feynman’s advise). The symbols k and p = ~k
will be used interchangeably to denote momentum, which should not cause confusion. Where absolutely
necessary, ~ will be inserted. Likewise, for the speed of light c.
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whereU(n) arises from potential interactions that are density dependent alone, whereas
U(n, k) depends on both the density n and momentum k. For the degenerate case, i.e., for
temperatures T << TF (the Fermi temperature TF = k2F/(2m) for an ideal gas; its
expression with interactions will be defined below), the distribution of particles close to
the Fermi level governs the thermal properties of the system.
The density of states (with dimensions of number per unit energy and per unit
volume), N(0), near the Fermi surface can be expressed as
N(0) =
∑
σ,τ,k
δ(k − µ) . (3.4)
For bulk homogeneous systems, the replacement
∑
σ,τ,k
≡ ν
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
allows us to write
N(0) = ν
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
δ(k − µ) = ν 4pi8pi3
∫
dk k2δ(k − µ) (3.5)
=
ν
2pi2
∑
k=k0
∫
dk k2
δ(k − k0)
| f ′(k)|k=k0
=
ν
2pi2
k2F(
∂
∂k
)
kF
, (3.6)
where ν is the number of degrees of freedom associated with spin and isospin. In isospin
symmetric nuclear matter (SNM) ν = 4 (2 each for spin and isospin projections in
spin-isospin saturated systems) and for pure neutron matter (PNM) ν = 2 (spin projections
alone). In obtaining the last most equality, the identity involving the Dirac delta function
δ[ f (x)] =
∑
x
δ(x − x0)
| f ′(x)|x0
has been used. With the identification f (k) = k − µ and f ′(k) = ∂
∂k
, Eq. (3.5) involves a
sum over the roots of the equation k − µ = 0. The chemical potential µ is the value of k
evaluated at the Fermi momentum kF , i.e.,
µ =
k2F
2m
+U(n) + U(n, kF) , (3.7)
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whence we see that there is a single root of f (k) at k = kF . The velocity at the Fermi
surface is defined through the relation
vF =
∂k
∂k
∣∣∣∣∣
kF
=
kF
m∗
or m∗ =
kF
vF
=
kF
∂k
∂k
∣∣∣
kF
, (3.8)
the last relation serving as the definition of the quasiparticle’s effective mass, commonly
known as the Landau effective mass.
Using Eq. (3.5), the density of states becomes
N(0) =
ν
2pi2
k2F
vF
. (3.9)
The number density is given by
n =
N
V
=
∑
σ,τ,k
nk =
∑
σ,τ,k
θ(k − kF) = ν
k3F
6pi2
, (3.10)
where we have used the fact that the number of particles N in volume V remains fixed at
T = 0 and at finite T . Combining the results in Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain
N(0) =
νk3F
6pi2
3
kFvF
=
3n
kFvF
. (3.11)
In the presence of interactions, the Fermi temperature is defined as
TF =
1
2
kFvF =
k2F
2m∗
, (3.12)
which differs from the free gas expression through the presence of the effective mass m∗.
The degenerate limit is said to prevail when T/TF  1. In the following, degenerate limit
expressions for the entropy density, thermal parts of the pressure, energy, chemical
potential, and the specific heats at constant volume and constant pressure are presented.
3.1.1 Single-Component System
To start with, we consider a system of single species. Relations appropriate for a
multi-component system are presented in the next section. We begin with the entropy
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density as the other thermal state variables are readily calculated through the use of the
appropriate Maxwell relations.
Entropy Density, s: The FLT result is [BP91]
s =
pi2
3
N(0)T , (3.13)
for T/TF  1, and is often used in condensed matter and nuclear physics. The result is
applicable for a general momentum-dependent single-particle energy spectrum. Alternate,
but equivalent expressions for s are:
s =
pi2
kFvF
nT =
pi2
2
n
[
T
TF
]
= 2anT , (3.14)
where in the last most equality, the level density parameter a = pi2N(0)/(6n), which
measures the number of states per unit energy interval at the Fermi surface, has been
introduced.
Entropy per Particle, S : Generally called the entropy, it is the simple ratio S =
s
n
.
Level density parameter, a: This quantity will be of primary interest in this work as it is
accessible through experiments involving laboratory nuclei. Relations often employed to
describe a in bulk homogeneous matter are:
a =
pi2N(0)
6n
=
pi2
2kFvF
=
pi2m∗
2k2F
=
pi2
4TF
. (3.15)
The parameter a is directly influenced by the quasiparticle effective mass. The manner in
which the bulk matter a differs from those extracted from experiments involving
laboratory nuclei will be discussed later.
Thermal Pressure, Pth: The knowledge of s allows the thermal pressure Pth to be
calculated through the Maxwell relation
Pth =
∫
dp =
∫ T
0
(
s − n ds
dn
)
dT =
[
an − nd(an)
dn
]
T 2 . (3.16)
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By using a =
pi2
2
m∗
(3pi2n)2/3
, we can write
n
d(an)
dn
= an − 2an
3
(
1 − 3
2
n
m∗
dm∗
dn
)
(3.17)
to get
Pth =
2T 2
3
anQ with Q = 1 − 3
2
n
m∗
∂m∗
∂n
. (3.18)
The factor Q involving the logarithmic derivative of the effective mass arises from the
volume dependence of the Fermi temperature TF , and contributes significantly to Pth
[CMPL14]. If m∗ is independent of n, Q = 1 and
Pth
nEth
=
2
3
, a relation characteristic of
ideal non-relativistic fermions.
Energy per Baryon, Eth: The defining relation of temperature T through the derivative of
the entropy S = 2aT with respect to energy E allows Eth to be obtained simply from
Eth =
∫
dE =
∫
TdS = 2a
∫
T dT = aT 2 . (3.19)
Effects of interaction in Eth enter through the level density parameter a, which is directly
proportional to the effective mass m∗.
Thermal free energy, Fth: Utilizing the expressions for Eth and S above, Fth is obtained
from its definition
Fth = Eth − TS = −aT 2 . (3.20)
The total free energy F = E − TS would then be E(n,T = 0) − aT 2.
Thermal chemical potential, µth: The use of another Maxwell relation enables the
calculation of µth. Explicitly,
µth =
∫
dµ = −
∫
ds
dn
dT = − d
dn
(an) T 2 = −aT 2
[
1
3
+
n
m∗
dm∗
dn
]
. (3.21)
This expression reveals how the thermal part of the chemical potential varies with T and n.
For non-interacting fermions, the logarithmic derivative of m∗ vanishes, hence µth is
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negative. Interactions can reverse this trend depending on the magnitude and sign of the
logarithmic derivative of m∗.
Specific Heats, CV and CP: The specific heat at constant volume and that at constant
pressure are obtained from their definitions
CV = T
(
∂S
∂T
)
V
and CP = T
(
∂S
∂T
)
P
. (3.22)
In the degenerate limit,
CV = CP = S = 2aT . (3.23)
A measurement of the specific heats thus constitutes a measurement of the effective mass
m∗, which in turn reflects the nature of interactions in the medium in the degenerate limit.
Inter-relationships: The following inter-relationships between the various thermal
variables in the degenerate limit are noteworthy:
S 2 = 4aEth and CV = CP =
2Eth
T
. (3.24)
These relations will serve to gauge the departures from those found in experiments
involving nuclei which exhibit additional quantum effects associated with their finiteness.
3.1.2 Multi-Component Systems
The generalization of the expressions for the various thermal state variables to a
system comprising of more than one species, in our case neutrons and protons, is
straightforward. Explicitly [CMPL14],
s = 2T
∑
i
aini , Eth =
T 2
n
∑
i
aini (3.25)
Pth =
2T 2
3
∑
i
aini
(
1 − 3
2
n
m∗i
∂m∗i
∂n
)
(3.26)
µi,th = −T 2
ai3 + ∑
j
n ja j
m∗j
∂m∗j
∂ni
 (3.27)
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where i = n, p, and ai =
pi2
2
m∗i
p2Fi
is the level density parameter. To lowest order in
temperature, CV = CP = S = s/n. Being quite general in character, the above relations
highlight the importance of concentrations, effective masses and their density derivatives
(which, in turn, depend on the single particle spectra) of the constituents in matter.
In a later section, the dependence of these variables on the neutron excess parameter
δ =
nn − np
n = nn + np
will be developed. The ensuing relations will be of interest in
understanding the origin of departures when properties of finite nuclei with N , Z are
studied.
3.2 Model Hamiltonian Density
The dependence of the thermal state variables on the effective mass m∗ are illustrated
below with a model Hamiltonian density based on effective nucleon-nucleon interactions
devised by Skyrme [Sky59]. The Skyrme model uses contact interactions (or zero-range
forces) between nucleons thereby simplifying the treatment of the many-body problem. A
large amount of data for medium to heavy nuclei have been described by this model in the
literature [Rei99]. The advantage of this model is that the empirical properties of both
bulk nuclear matter and of nuclei can be treated based on the same Hamiltonian density
within the framework of the density functional approach of Kohn and Sham [KS65]. The
theorem due to these authors states that the energy of a many-body system can be
expressed entirely in terms of local densities. The theorem, however, gives no guidance
about the combination of density functions that delivers the true energy. Hence the search
for appropriate combinations based on physical origins and that best fits the data. In the
case of nuclei, the Hamiltonian density for bulk matter is supplemented by terms
involving the gradients of density, Coulomb, spin-orbit and pairing interactions as will be
described in a later section.
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3.2.1 The Skyrme Model
In its standard form, the Hamiltonian density for bulk homogeneous matter based on
the Skyrme energy density functional approach is expressed as [KTB80]
HS ky = ~
2
2mn
τn +
~2
2mp
τp
+n(τn + τp)
[ t1
4
(
1 +
x1
2
)
+
t2
4
(
1 +
x2
2
)]
+(τnnn + τpnp)
[
t2
4
(
1
2
+ x2
)
− t1
4
(
1
2
+ x1
)]
+
to
2
(
1 +
xo
2
)
n2 − to
2
(
1
2
+ xo
)
(n2n + n
2
p)[
t3
12
(
1 +
x3
2
)
n2 − t3
12
(
1
2
+ x3
)
(n2n + n
2
p)
]
n . (3.28)
The symbols ni and τi (with i = n, p denoting neutrons and protons, respectively) stand for
the density and kinetic energy density, respectively, and are given by
ni =
1
pi2
∫
dki
k2i
1 + e(ki−µi)/T
and τi =
1
pi2
∫
dki
k4i
1 + e(ki−µi)/T
. (3.29)
The total baryon density n = nn + np. The first two terms involving τi are purely kinetic in
origin. The terms involving nτi and niτi arise from the exchange part of the
nucleon-nucleon interaction and give rise to a momentum-dependent single-particle
spectrum which in turn determines the density dependence of the effective mass (see
below). The remaining terms, dependent on powers of the individual and total densities
account for the potential part of the energy density. Details regarding the construction of
thisH starting from contact interactions can be found in Ref. [VB72]. The various
strength parameters are calibrated to the empirical properties of bulk matter and of nuclei.
Many other parametrizations of the Skyrme-like energy density functional also exist
[Det. al12] and are characterized by different values of observable physical quantities (see
below). The parameters to through t3, xo through x3, and  for two such parametrizations,
known as the SkM∗ [BQB+82] and SkO′ models [Rei99], respectively, are listed in Tables
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3.1 and 3.2. The empirical properties of bulk matter employed to obtain these strength
parameters are shown in Table 3.3. These two models have been chosen to provide
contrasts between the density dependence of their effective masses which chiefly
determine the thermal properties of bulk matter as well as its isospin-dependent
properties. The SkM∗ model was among the first its kind to extract the compression
modulus of nuclear matter through an analysis of giant resonances of nuclei. The force
parameters of this model were refined in the SkO′ model to describe in detail other
properties of nuclei including those associated with pairing phenomena. Further
refinements in the parameter values have taken place since then, but these two models will
suffice to illustrate the basic trends.
Table 3.1: Values for the Skyrme Hamiltonian density SkM∗ [BQB+82].
i ti xi 
0 −2645.0 MeV fm3 0.09 1/6
1 410.0 MeV fm5 0
2 −135.0 MeV fm5 0
3 15595.0 MeV fm3(1+) 0
3.2.2 Single-Particle Energy Spectra
The single-particle energy spectra ki , (i = n, p) that appear in the Fermi-Dirac (FD)
distribution functions nki =
[
1 + e(ki−µi)/T
]−1
are obtained from functional derivatives of the
Hamiltonian density (see [CMPL14] for derivation):
ki = k
2
i
∂H
∂τi
+
∂H
∂ni
. (3.30)
UtilizingH from Eq. (3.28), the result can be written as
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Table 3.2: Values for the Skyrme Hamiltonian density SkO′ [Rei99].
i ti xi 
0 −2099.419 MeV fm3 −0.029503 1/4
1 301.531 MeV fm5 −1.325732
2 154.781 MeV fm5 −2.323439
3 13526.464 MeV fm3(1+) −0.147404
ki =
~2k2
2m
+ Ui(n, k) +U(ni, n) , (3.31)
where m is the nucleon mass in vacuum, and Ui are the nucleon single-particle
momentum-dependent potentials, andU depends on densities alone [e.g., at T = 0, τi can
be expressed in terms of ni as τi = (3pi2ni)5/3/(5pi2)]. Explicit forms of the single-particle
potentials for the Skyrme Hamiltonian are given by
Ui(n, k) = (X1 + YiX2)nk2
U(ni, n) = (X1 + X2)τi + X1τ j + 2n(X3 + YiX4) + n1+ {(2 + )X5
+ [2Yi + (Yi2 + Y j2)]X6
}
; i , j , (3.32)
where Yi = ni/n denotes the particle fractions, and
X1 =
1
4
[
t1
(
1 +
x1
2
)
+ t2
(
1 +
x2
2
)]
X2 =
1
4
[
t2
(
1
2
+ x2
)
− t1
(
1
2
+ x1
)]
X3 =
t0
2
(
1 +
x0
2
)
; X4 = − t02
(
1
2
+ x0
)
X5 =
t3
12
(
1 +
x3
2
)
; X6 = − t312
(
1
2
+ x3
)
. (3.33)
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Table 3.3: Entries are at the equilibrium density n0 of symmetric nuclear matter for the
SkM∗ [BQB+82] and SkO′ [Rei99] models. E0 is the energy per particle, K0 is the
compression modulus, m∗0/m is the ratio of the Landau effective mass to mass in vacuum,
S v is the nuclear symmetry energy, Lv and Kv, are related to the first and second
derivatives of the symmetry energy.
Property Value Value Experiment Reference
[SkM∗] [SkO′]
n0 (fm−3) 0.160 0.160 0.17±0.02 [Day78, Jac74, MS66, MS96]
E0 (MeV) −16.00 −15.75 −16±1 [MS66, MS96]
K0 (MeV) 216.6 222.3 230±30 [Gar04, CVGM+04]
240±20 [SKC06]
m∗0/m 0.79 0.90 0.8±0.1 [BLM79, KTB80]
S v (MeV) 30.0 31.9 30-35 [LL13, T+12]
Lv (MeV) 45.78 68.9 40-70 [LL13, T+12]
Kv (MeV) −156.0 −78.8 −100±200 [CMPL14]
The density-dependent Landau effective masses are
m∗i
m
= ~2kFi
(
∂ki
∂k
∣∣∣∣∣
kFi
)−1
=
[
1 +
2m
~2
(X1 + YiX2)n
]−1
, (3.34)
where kFi are the Fermi-momenta of species i. This result shows explicitly how the
momentum-dependent part of the single particle potential supplements the quadratic
momentum dependence of the free particle and gives rise to a density-dependent Landau
effective mass. The k2-dependence of Ui(n, k) is characteristic of the zero-range Skyrme
model. For models employing finite-range forces, the k-dependence is more
complex [CMPL15].
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3.2.3 Isospin Dependence of Thermal State Variables
As the thermal properties of interest here are controlled by the effective masses, we
begin by examining their isospin dependence as functions of density. In terms of the
neutron-excess parameter, δ = (nn − np)/(n = nn + np), the neutron and proton effective
masses can be expressed as
m∗n
m
=
(
1 + A + B δ
)−1
and
m∗p
m
=
(
1 + A − B δ
)−1
,
A =
2m
~2
(
X1 +
X2
2
)
n = α
n
n0
and B =
2m
~2
X2
2
n = β
n
n0
, (3.35)
where n0 is equilibrium density of SNM. In explicit terms of the parameters enteringH ,
α =
2m
~2
1
16
[
(3t1 + 5t2) + 4t2x2
]
n0 and β =
2m
~2
1
16
[
(t2 − t1) + 2(t2x2 − t1x1)
]
n0 .(3.36)
For the SkM∗ model, α = 0.268 and β = −0.263, whereas for the SkO′ model, α = 0.116
and β = −0.032.
Expanding m∗n,p in a power series in δ (which ranges from 0 to 0.3 for laboratory
nuclei) around δ = 0, we obtain
m∗n
m
=
m∗
m
[
1 −Cδ (1 −Cδ)
]
,
m∗p
m
=
m∗
m
[
1 + Cδ (1 + Cδ)
]
m∗
m
=
1(
1 + α nn0
) and C = B
1 + A
, (3.37)
where m∗/m denotes the density-dependent effective mass for isospin-symmetric nuclear
matter. Numerical values of C at n/n0 of 0.5 (1) for the SkM∗ model are -0.116 (-0.207),
whereas the corresponding values for the SkO′ model are -0.015 (-0.029). These values
indicate that the effective masses would vary more with δ in the SkM∗ model than in the
SkO′ model.
Microscopic models of dense nucleonic matter indicate that m∗n > m
∗
p for all
n [Met. al04, DFF05, SBK05, BBB97].
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In the context of Skyrme models, this requires B < 0 which leads to the
condition [CMPL15]
t1(1 + 2x1) > t2(1 + 2x2) , (3.38)
which is satisfied by both SkM∗ and SkO′ models.
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Figure 3.1: Landau effective masses of the neutron and proton vs density scaled with the
equilibrium density n0 = 0.16 fm−3 for the marked values of the neutron excess parameter
δ = (nn − np)/n.
Figure (3.1) shows the isospin dependence of the effective masses vs density (scaled
with n0 for the SkM∗ and SkO′ models. The relatively slow decrease of m∗/m for SNM
(δ = 0) with n/n0 for the SkO′ model compared to that for the SkM∗ model is owing to its
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relatively small α parameter. The variation with neutron excess is also milder for the SkO′
model compared to that for the SkM∗ model because of its smaller magnitudes of C as a
function of density. These features will directly influence the thermal properties as will
become clear below.
Total level density parameter, a: In some circumstances, the total level density
parameter, a = an + ap, with ai = pi2m∗i /(2p
2
Fi), is of interest. In order to expose its
δ-dependence, we can employ the relations
pFn = ~ (3pi2nn)1/3 = pF (1 + δ)1/3 and pFp = ~ (3pi2nn)1/3 = pF (1 − δ)1/3 , (3.39)
where pF = ~ (3pi2n/2)1/3 is the Fermi momentum of isospin symmetric matter at total
density n. Combining Eqs. (3.37) and (3.39), and expanding in a power series in δ, we find
a = pi2
m∗
p2F
[
1 +
5
9
{
1 +
6
5
C
(
1 +
3
2
C
)}
δ2 + · · ·
]
, (3.40)
the term involving the density-dependent coefficient C capturing the effects of
interactions. The lesson here is that the iso-spin dependence in the total level density
parameter a is quadratic in the neutron-excess parameter δ. Departures from this trend in
nuclei must stem from quantum effects associated with their finite size, such as, for
example, shell and pairing effects, deformations, etc.
The dependence of a on δ is shown in Fig. 3.2. For δ = 0, the two models reflect their
dependences on m∗, that for SkM∗ yielding a lower value than for SkO′. Variations with δ
are upward from their values for δ = 0 in both models. The magnitudes of variations with
density and neutron excess will yield significant differences in the observed level densities
of nuclei as these quantities enter in an exponential function featuring the entropy.
Entropy per baryon S and thermal energy Eth:
Both S and Eth feature
∑
i aiYi. Employing the δ-dependences in ai and Yi, we find∑
i
aiYi =
pi2
2
m∗
p2F
[
1 − 1
9
{
1 + 3C(1 − 3C)
}
δ2 + · · ·
]
(3.41)
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Figure 3.2: The total level density parameter vs density scaled with the equilibrium
density n0 = 0.16 fm−3 for the marked values of the neutron excess parameter
δ = (nn − np)/n.
to leading order in δ. As with the total level density parameter a, the leading dependence
on the neutron-excess parameter δ is quadratic in both S and Eth. The terms involving the
density-dependent coefficient C express the effects of interactions.
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4 Thermal Properties of Nuclei
Generally, statistical mechanics is used to infer the thermal properties of a system
when the number of particles N is very large, i.e., the thermodynamic limit is N → ∞. But
even the heaviest stable nucleus has only around 250 nucleons. So, the question arises if a
statistical treatment of the nucleus is justified. Bethe’s analysis showed that a statistical
analysis is valid when the number of available states to a system of finite number of
particles is sufficiently large [Bet37]. In fact, the nuclear level density increases
exponentially with increase in excitation energy (see below). This increase depends on the
increase in the single-particle particle degrees of freedom. Collective effects such as
rotational and vibrational states, etc., become negligible compared to the particle degrees
of freedom for high excitation energy [BM69]. So, one might expect proper guidance
from a statistical treatment for high excitation energy but deviations should also be
expected for low excitation energies [Eri60].
It has been more than 75 years since Bethe provided the first analytical formula to
estimate the nuclear level density [Bet37]. Explicitly, the nuclear level density is
ρ(U) ∝ 1
U2
exp
(
2
√
aU
)
, (4.1)
where U is the excitation energy and the level density parameter a =
pi2
6
g(F) with g(F)
denoting the number of single-particle states per energy at the Fermi energy F . This
result was based on the zeroth order approximation of a Fermi gas model for the nucleus
and made use of the statistical method of Darwin and Fowler [DF22a],[DF22b]. This
analytical formula is still in use with several different modifications to account for physical
ingredients not contained in the Fermi gas model . Various phenomenological approaches
and systematics are in use which include about 3 or more free parameters to renormalize
and fit the experimental data. In chronological order, major improvements were done by
Lier and Uhlenbeck who treated the nucleus as a system of free (non-interacting) neutrons
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and protons confined to the nuclear volume [LU37]; then Margenau [Mar41], Bloch
[Blo54], Newton [New56], Cameron [Cam58], Rosenweig [Ros57a], Ross [Ros57b]
Ericson [Eri58a] considered the nucleons to be moving in a shell model potential. Further
modifications were proposed by Ericson [Eri58b], Lang and LeCouteur [LL59], and
Strutinsky [Str65], who treated nucleons with a residual pairing interaction in a deformed
well potential. Some of the major modifications of the Bethe formula are described below.
Starting from the regular Fermi gas model, first a small shift, ∆, in excitation energy
U = E − ∆ was included in Bethe’s formula to take care of shell effects and resulted in the
so-called the Shifted Fermi gas formula [New56], [Cam58]. Later, it was found that this
shifting of the actual to a virtual ground state overestimates the nuclear level density. To
compensate for this increase, an additional subtraction factor C which shifts the virtual
ground state a little bit backwards was used so that the excitation energy becomes
U = E − (∆ −C); the rationale for this additional shift was attributed to collective effects.
The resulting formula is known as the Back-Shifted Fermi gas (BFSG) [DSVU73],
[VH69], [GZ68]. Still this formula failed to predict the observed nuclear level densities
for low excitation energies, so a constant temperature (CT) formula was devised
[GC65],[Eri60]. In trying to resolve the discrepancy with data, Gilbert and Cameron
combined the constant temperature formula and the BSFG approach with appropriate
conditions and derived a single composite nuclear level density formula with shell
corrections, known as the Gilbert-Cameron model [GC65]. Further development was done
by Ramamurthy, Kapoor, Kataria [RKK70] and Ignatyuk [ISS] by including damping of
shell effects for high excitation energies. The crucial insight here was to replace the
constant level density parameter a by an energy dependent a.
All the above models are phenomenological in the sense that they are not reliable for
calculating level densities of nuclei which are not experimentally available. They utilize
local renormalization with the experimental data, so for application to astrophysics, the
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level densities of highly neutron- rich nuclei cannot be predicted reliably. Alternative
approaches have used microscopic statistical methods. Some commonly used microscopic
models are based on calculations involving Monte-Carlo, quantum Monte-Carlo [Cer94a],
[Cer94b], combinatorial [HG68], spectral distributions [FR71], etc.. Generally, these
methods are computer-time consuming and cannot be used in tandem with equally
time-consuming astrophysical simulations. A compromise that captures the relevant
physics is thus called for. Our objective in this thesis is to explore one such alternative as
described below.
Starting from single particle spectra calculated by a self-consistent mean field
approach, one can calculate the thermodynamic quantities using statistical mechanics.
Lang’s work on the properties of an interacting fermi system with the inclusion of BCS
pairing Hamiltonian [LL59] provides the starting point. This formalism, which treats shell
and pairing effects in a natural way has been further refined by many authors to include
angular momentum effects (see, e.g., Huizenga and Moretto for a review [HM72]). In this
work, single particle spectra are extracted from the density functional approach using
Skyrme-Hatree-Fock mean fields with the inclusion of a BCS pairing Hamiltonian. The
excitation energy and entropy etc. are determined by thermal Hartree-Fock or thermal
Hartree-Fock plus BCS calculations. To start with comparisons of the calculated nuclear
level densities with experimental data are made for spherical to near-spherical nuclei.
Comparisons with earlier works of similar nature, for example, that of Ref. [DG01], will
be performed. As most nuclei are deformed, extensions of these calculations to include
deformation effects will be taken up in subsequent work using Nilsson-Model calculations
[LMK91a] of the single-particle spectra. The plan is to optimize the underlying model
parameters in the density functional approach to fit experimental data for a large number
of nuclei. At each step, consistency with the results of more microscopic models will be
sought.
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4.1 Statistical Formalism
For a system of N nucleons which has energy eigenvalues E1, E2, E3, .. for a
HamiltonianH , the grand partition function is given by [Eri60]
Z(α, β) =
∑
i,ν
exp
{
αν − βEi(ν)
}
= Tr
{
exp−βH
}
, (4.2)
where the symbol i enumerates the eigenvalues and ν the number of particles in the energy
state Ei. The nuclear level density, expressed in terms of Dirac delta functions, is
ρ(E,N) =
∑
i,ν
δ(ν − N) δ
(
E − Ei(ν)
)
= Tr
{
δ(E −H )
}
. (4.3)
If averaged over many states in a small energy interval, the continuum version of the
grand partition function becomes
Z(α, β) =
∫ ∞
0
ρ(E,N) exp
{
αν − βEi(ν)
}
dE dN . (4.4)
The nuclear level density can now be calculated by performing an inverse Laplace
transformation:
ρ(E,N) =
1
(2pii)2
∫ +i∞
−i∞
∫ +i∞
−i∞
Z(α, β) exp
{
βE − αN
}
dβ dα . (4.5)
Applying the Darwin-Fowler method - also known as the saddle point approximation - the
expression for the nuclear level density becomes
ρ(E,N) =
exp
{
ln Z(β0, α0) + β0E − α0N
}
2pi(−det D)1/2 , (4.6)
where the 2 × 2 matrix D is composed of the second derivatives of Z(α, β) evaluated at α0
and β0 which extremize Z(α, β). Equivalently, α0 and β0 are the Lagrange multipliers that
fix the total number N and total energy E. A detailed derivation of the above result is
provided in Appendix A. This means that if the partition function is known, then the level
density can be calculated from it or vice versa. The entropy is given by
S = ln Z(β0, α0) + β0E − α0N , (4.7)
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where β0 = T−1 plays the role of inverse temperature. These considerations allow us to
exhibit the exponential dependence of ρ(E,N) on S :
ρ(E,N) =
exp [S ]
2pi(−det D)1/2 (4.8)
as originally pointed out by Bethe [Bet37].
The number and energy can be calculated from the constraints
N =
∫ β0/0
0
g() d and E =
∫ 0
0
 g() d , (4.9)
where g() is the density of single-particle states. Equations (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) show
explicitly how the nuclear level density is intimately connected with the single-particle
level density. The specification of g() determines the excitation energy
U = E(T = β−10 ) − E(0) through Eq. (4.9) as well as the entropy S through Eq. (4.7), and
their inter-relationships. In order to illustrate specific relationships from models with
different physical assumptions, some examples are discussed below.
4.1.1 The Fermi Gas Model
The assumption here is that nucleons behave like a non-interacting Fermi gas (liquid)
within the nuclear volume, V =
4
3
pir30A. The Fermi energy is given by EF =
p2F
2m
, where pF
is the Fermi momentum and m is the nucleon mass. The relation between the number of
nucleons A of a single species with 2 spin degrees of freedom and pF can be easily found
by integrating over the phase space:
A =
∫ ∞
0
∫ pF
0
d3r d3 p =
V
3pi2~3
p3F . (4.10)
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Using the density of states for the Fermi gas model, g() ∝ 1/2, and performing the
integrals in Eqs. (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) using Sommerfeld expansions, the nuclear state
density ω(U) (angular momentum independent density) and the nuclear level density
ρ(U, J) become (see Appendix A for details)
ω(U) =
√
pi
12a1/4U5/4
exp
(
2
√
aU
)
ρ(U, J) = f (J) ω(U) with f (J) =
2J + 1
2
√
2piσ3
exp
[
− (J +
1
2 )
2
2σ2
]
. (4.11)
Here, a = pi
2
6 g(F) is the level density parameter and σ
2 = 〈m2〉gT is the spin-cutoff
parameter which represents the width of the distribution of squared angular momentum
projections (the mean 〈m〉 of the angular momentum projections being zero due to
symmetry). The quantity 〈m2〉 is the mean of the squared single-particle angular
momentum projections on the z-axis (for spherical) or the symmetry axis (for deformed)
nuclei. In the semi-classical approximation, the spin cut-off parameter can be connected
with the rigid body moment of inertia of the nucleus as [Lan66]
σ2 = I T with I = g〈m2〉 = 2
5
MAR2 , (4.12)
where M is the nucleon mass and R is the sharp-cutoff nuclear radius.
The formula for the nuclear level density for a system of N neutrons and Z protons
will be presented in subsequent sections.
4.1.2 The Back-Shifted Fermi Gas Model
Pairing manifests itself via a shift in the ground state. In order to account for this
feature, the “shifted Fermi gas model” [New56], [Cam58] assumes a virtual ground state
shifted by an amount ∆ so that the Fermi gas excitation energy changes from U to U − ∆
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with
∆ =

δN Nuclei with even N
δZ Nuclei with even Z
δN + δZ Nuclei with even N and Z
0 Nuclei with odd N and Z
Furthermore, in order to roughly account for shell and collective effects, a backward shift
by a small amount C is made. In this case the back-shifted excitation energy becomes
U − (∆ −C). In fitting this formula to experimental data, ∆, C, σ and a are kept as free
parameters to obtain best agreement. The BSFG formulas for the state and nuclear level
densities become
ω(U) =
√
pi
12a1/4[U − (∆ −C)]5/4 exp
(
2
√
a[U − (∆ −C)]
)
ρ(U, J) = f (J) ∗ ω(U) (4.13)
At low excitation energies when U = ∆ −C, this model suffers from a divergence owing
to the pre-factor.
4.1.3 The Constant Temperature Model (CT)
Gilbert, Cameron and Newton [GC65], [Eri60] assume that the total number of
energy levels for a given excitation energy follows the functional form
N(U) = exp
(U − U0
T
)
, (4.14)
where U0 and T are free parameters. The nuclear level density is then found from this
relation by taking a derivative with respect to U:
ρ(U) =
dN
dU
=
1
T
exp
(U − U0
T
)
. (4.15)
In this model, the temperature T is assumed to be constant for all excitation energies.
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4.1.4 The Gilbert-Cameron Model
The Fermi gas model fails to predict proper level densities for low excitation energies
(≤ 5 MeV). But the CT model performs well in that region. Gilbert and Cameron sew
[GC65] these two models together to get a combined expression which works for a
broader range of excitation energies. The two models are connected by matching the
corresponding level densities and their derivatives at a specific energy Um:
ρBS FG(Um) = ρCT (Um) and
d ln ρBS FG
dU
∣∣∣∣∣
Um
=
d ln ρCT
dU
∣∣∣∣∣
Um
=
1
T
(4.16)
The value of the matching energy Um is kept as a free parameter and is usually derived
from fits to experimental data.
4.1.5 Models Incorporating Shell Effects
Shell effect or bunching of single-particle energy levels is visible in the systematics
of the level density parameter a vs mass number A (see Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 in Chapter 5).
The parameter a oscillates, particularly at locations of shell closures, rather than being
constant throughout the nuclear chart. The BSFG model and its variants described above
include shell effects via a constant shift to the ground state energy, but in doing so lose
generality, i.e., the shell correction energies are to be found from fits to data, and are
applicable in a narrow range of excitation energy besides varying from nucleus to nucleus.
In calculating the nuclear level density, the most significant quantity is the structure of the
single-particle energy spectra near the Fermi level. Results vary significantly depending
upon the single-particle level scheme used [HBSA73].
A physical insight into the fluctuating shell correction energies and its diminishing
role at high excitation energies was provided Ramamurthy, Kapoor and Kataria
[RKK70, KRK77] following the work of Gilbert [Gil68]. The idea here was to
characterize the extent to which the ground state single-particle energies differ from a
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smooth part, such as the equidistant level density ansatz or that of a Fermi gas, and how
this difference is manifested in the thermal properties of nuclei with increasing
temperature. As the nuclear level densities depend sensitively on the entropy
(equivalently, excitation energy), effects of increasing temperature on the occupation of
the bunched levels can be isolated.
In order to isolate the effects due to shell structure, the single-particle density, g(), is split
into [Gil68, RKK70, KRK77]
g() = g˜() + δg() , (4.17)
where g˜() is the smooth part of the single-particle level density and δg() is the
oscillating part which represents shell effects. The smooth part can be approximated either
by the Fermi gas expression, g˜() ∝ 1/2, or by the equidistant model ansatz, g˜() = g0.
The fluctuating part is expressed in terms of a Fourier expansion as
δg() =
∑
m
gm cos(mω − φm) , (4.18)
where ω is a constant which represents the fundamental frequency of oscillation. This
frequency is related to the major shell gap λ via ω =
2pi
λ
. The contribution from δg to the
entropy S and excitation energy Ex can be analytically evaluated (see, e. g.,
[Gil68, BM75]). As contributions from terms involving m > 1 are small, the sum over m
may be restricted to one term so that the total entropy and excitation energy become
S =
1
3
pi2g0T +
A1
T
(
pi2ω2T 2 cosh(piωT )
sinh2(piωT )
− piωT
sinh(piωT )
)
Ex =
1
6
pi2g0T 2 + A1
(
pi2ω2T 2 cosh(piωT )
sinh2(piωT )
− 1
)
, (4.19)
where A1 = (g1/ω2) cos(ωµ − φ1) with µ denoting the chemical potential. For piωT  1
(large temperature limit), the above expressions simplify to
S =
1
3
pi2g0T and Ex =
1
6
pi2g0T 2 − ∆S . (4.20)
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The quantity ∆S = A1 can be regarded as the shell correction energy, because it represents
the difference between the excitation energy of an equivalent smooth nucleus without shell
effects and that of the nucleus with shell effects for high temperatures. The above results
suggest a general relationship for S , which can be written as [RKK70]
S 2 = 4
[
a ± ∆a(Ex)
] [
Ex ± ∆E(Ex)
]
, (4.21)
where ∆a and ∆E are energy dependent, with the + and − referring to systems with
positive and negative ground-state shell corrections, respectively. This elegant result has
the feature that for excitation energies Ex > 30 − 40 MeV, ∆a → 0 and ∆E → ∆S .
A relation of the form S = 2(a′ E′x) is appropriate only when (i) E
′
x is measured from
the actual ground state of the nucleus with shell effects at low Ex and from the smooth
ground state at Ex > 30-40 MeV, and (ii) for low Ex values, a′ is an energy-dependent
parameter which becomes equal to the energy-independent Fermi gas parameter a, as Ex
exceeds 30-40 MeV. Effects of pairing were not included in the above considerations.
4.2 Interacting Fermions in the BCS Model
The following exposition is based on earlier works in Refs. [Mor72]. Clarifications
where deemed necessary are included. The statistical treatment described at the beginning
of this section has been generalized to include superfluid properties and the total angular
momentum by using the modified BCS Hamiltonian [SY63]
H =
∑
(k − λ − Ek) +
∑
n+k (Ek − γmk) +
∑
n−k (Ek + γmk) +
∆2
G
, (4.22)
where k are the unperturbed (from pairing effects) single-particle energy levels, G is the
strength of the pairing interaction, ∆ is the pairing gap to be determined by solving the gap
equation (see below). The quantities λ, γ and β are Lagrange multipliers that are
determined through saddle point conditions which fix the number of particles N, the
projection of the total angular momentum M on a body-fixed axis, and the total energy E,
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respectively. The single-particle spin projections are denoted by mk. The
double-degeneracy of each mk state is included in the Hamiltonian above. The
quasi-particle (Fermi-Dirac) occupation numbers are given by n+k and n
−
k whereas the
gap-affected quasi-particle energies are
Ek =
[
(k − λ)2 + ∆2
] 1
2
. (4.23)
The thermal properties of the system are calculated using the grand partition function Ω
staring from eΩ = Tr e−βH, where β = T−1 is inverse of the statistical temperature. The
logarithm of the grand partition function then becomes
Ω = −β
∑
(k−λ−Ek)+
∑
ln[1+exp(−β(Ek−γmk))]+
∑
ln[1+exp(−β(Ek +γmk))]−β∆
2
G
(4.24)
The minimization condition
∂Ω
∂∆
= 0 yields the gap equation
f (∆, β, λ, γ) =
∑ 1
2Ek
[
tanh
1
2
β(Ek − γmk) + tanh 12β(Ek + γmk)
]
=
2
G
(4.25)
which connects the Lagrange multipliers to ∆.
Through the inverse Laplace transform of eΩ, the nuclear level density is given by
ρ(E,N,M) =
(
1
2pii
)3 ∮
dβ
∮
dα
∮
dµ eS (4.26)
where
α = βλ, µ = βγ and S = Ω − αN − µM + βE . (4.27)
The grand partition function should be constrained by conserving energy, angular
momentum and total number of particles. Instead of constraining angular momentum, its
z-projection is constrained because that is the quantity which is actually conserved. This is
due to the fact that the first integrals of motion should have the property to be expressed in
terms of single-particle states. The total energy and number of particles fulfill this criteria,
but instead of the angular momentum itself, its projection on z-axis does it. The contour
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integrations above are performed using the saddle point approximation defined by the
conditions
N =
∂Ω
∂α
, E = −∂Ω
∂β
M =
∂Ω
∂µ
, (4.28)
which determine the Lagrange multipliers α,β and γ with λ denoting the chemical
potential. Then the level density becomes
ρ(E,N,M) =
eS
(2pi)3/2D1/2
(4.29)
where D is the determinant of the 3 × 3 matrix
|D| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂2Ω
∂α2
∂2Ω
∂α∂µ
∂2Ω
∂α∂β
∂2Ω
∂µ∂α
∂2Ω
∂µ2
∂2Ω
∂µ∂β
∂2Ω
∂β∂α
∂2ω
∂β∂µ
∂2Ω
∂β2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(4.30)
Generalization of the level density expression for a two component system, namely, with
Z protons and N neutrons, is provided in detail in appendix A. In this case, there are four
quantities N,Z, E and M to be constrained and the determinant is that of a 4 × 4 matrix.
However, it is possible to isolate the angular momentum part as pointed out by Lang
[Lan66]. This separation involves the assumption that the sum over the single-particle
energies and that over the angular momentum projections are approximately independent
of each other. To leading order in the dependence on mk’s, one can write
ρ(U,N,Z,M) = ρ
[(
U − M
2
2〈m2〉g
)
,N,Z, 0
]
=⇒ ρ(U,N,Z,M) = ρ(U,N,Z, 0) exp
(
− M
2
2〈m2〉g
)
. (4.31)
One can now revert to express the angular momentum dependence in terms of the
total spin J by taking the derivative
ρ(U,N,Z, J) = ρ(U,N,Z,M = J) − ρ(U,N,Z,M = J + 1)
≈ −
(
∂ρ(U,N,Z,M)
∂M
)
M=J+ 12
. (4.32)
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Calling ρ(U,N,Z, 0) = ω(U), which is the state density, and ρ(U,N,Z, J) = ρ(U, J), which
is the J-dependent nuclear level density, and after performing the indicated differentiation,
we get
ρ(U, J) = ω(U) f (J)
ω(U) =
eS (U)
(2pi)3/2
√
D(U)
and f (J) =
2J + 1
2
√
2piσ3
exp
[
− J(J + 1)
2σ2
]
. (4.33)
After isolating the angular momentum part, the determinant in ω(U) simplifies to that of
the following 3 × 3 matrix:
|D| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂2Ω
∂α2n
∂2Ω
∂αn∂αp
∂2Ω
∂β∂αn
∂2Ω
∂αn∂αp
∂2Ω
∂α2p
∂2Ω
∂β∂αp
∂2Ω
∂αn∂β
∂2ω
∂αp∂β
∂2Ω
∂β2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(4.34)
Expressions for the thermal properties entering ρ(U, J) are collected below.
Entropy
The entropy is calculated from
S (T ) = 2
∑
q=n,p
∑
k
ln[1 + exp(−Ekq/T )] +
Ekq/T
1 + exp(Ekq/T )
, (4.35)
where the summation symbol q is over neutrons and protons, the symbol k refers to
angular momentum states with degeneracy 2 j + 1, kq are the single-particle levels, λq are
the chemical potentials, and ∆q are the gap parameters. The quasi-particle energies are
given by Ekq =
√
(kq − λq)2 + ∆2q .
Excitation Energy
The difference between the finite T and T = 0 energies gives the excitation energy
U(T ) = E(T ) − E(0)
E(T ) =
∑
q=n,p
∑
k
kq
1 − kq − λqEkq tanh
Ekq , 2T − ∆2qGq (4.36)
where Gq denotes the pairing strengths.
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Pairing Gaps
The solutions of the two equations
Nq =
∑
k
1 − kq − λqEkq tanh
 Ekq2T
 (4.37)
2
Gq
=
∑
k
1
Ekq
tanh
 Ekq2T
 (4.38)
determine λq and ∆q.
Spin cut-off parameter
For spherical nuclei, the temperature-dependent spin cut-off parameter is calculated from
σ2(T ) =
1
2
∑
q=n,p
∑
k
(
mkq
)2
sech2
 Ekq2T
 . (4.39)
This result follows from the constraint equation for the total spin-projection M given by
M =
∑
mk
[
1
1 + exp β(Ek − γmk) −
1
1 + exp β(Ek + γmk)
]
(4.40)
to leading order in its mk dependence. For deformed nuclei, corrections to reflect
enhancements from rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom are necessary [BBM74],
[IIS79], [AT81].
Specific Heat
The specific heat at constant volume can be calculated from the expression
CV =
dE
dT
=
dE
dS
dS
dT
= T
dS
dT
. (4.41)
This expression is applicable only when volume changes owing to temperature effects are
negligible. For high excitaion energies, corrections to the above formula are necessary.
4.3 Thermal Hartree-Fock
The Hartree Fock (HF) method is used to construct the wave function of a many body
system by applying variational techniques in a self-consistent manner.
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The total wave function of the many-body Fermionic system must be anti-symmetric
which is achieved by expressing the total wave function as a Slater determinant of the
single-particle wave functions. The goal is to solve the N-body Schroedinger equation for
the stationary case. Hartree found an approximate solution to the N-body Schroedinger
equation which is now known as the Hartree equations. In doing so, it is assumed that
every nucleon resides in a mean field created by the combined effect of all the other
nucleons. The Fock part adds exchange operators to the Hamiltonian. The self-consistent
procedure consists in varying the single-particle wave functions subject to orthonormality
to achieve a minimum in the ground-state energy. Beginning with a set of trial wave
functions, the density, the kinetic energy density and the spin-current density are
calculated. With these as input the Hamiltonian density is constructed which allows the
energy to be calculated via
E = 〈Ψ|HHF |Ψ〉 (4.42)
This Hamiltonian is then used to calculate the next set of single-particle wave functions
(by solving the N-body Schroedinger equation) which are subsequently used to calculate
the mean field again. This process is repeated till successive calculations of the wave
functions and mean fields produce no change. The variational principle provides an upper
bound to the true ground state energy.
In general, the numerical solution of the HF equations is complicated. However, for
effective zero-range, density- and momentum-dependent forces such as those devised by
Skyrme [Sky59] for applications in nuclear physics, the HF equations become simpler to
solve than in the case of finite-range forces. In this work, we will use Skyrme-like forces
to report numerical results of HF calculations. The exposition below is largely based on
Ref. [LMK91b] where details concerning the numerical implementation of the
Skyrme-Hartree-Fock energy density functional including BCS pairing interactions is
provided.
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The total energy of a nucleus employing the Skyrme energy density functional is
given by
E = ESkyrme + ECoulomb + Epair − Ecm , (4.43)
where a significant contribution comes from the energy functional, ESkyrme, from the
Skyrme Hamiltonian. ECoulomb is the Coulomb energy and the energy from the BCS
pairing interactions is Epair which is omitted in pure thermal HF calculations. Ecm is a
center of mass correction that ensures that the ground state is a state with total linear
momentum zero.
4.3.1 The Skyrme Energy Functional
The bulk part of the Skyrme energy functional was described in Chapter 3.2. In a
finite nucleus, significant contributions to the total energy arise from the surface regions in
which the density rapidly drops toward zero. Contributions from this region involve
gradient terms as described below. The total energy is
ESkyrme = Ebulk − 116
[
3t1
(
1 +
1
2
x1
)
− t2
(
1 +
1
2
x2
)]
ρ∇2ρ (4.44)
+
1
16
[
3t1
(
1 +
1
2
x1
)
+ t2
(
1 +
1
2
x2
)]∑
q
ρq∇2ρq
− 1
2
t4
ρ∇J + ∑
q
ρq∇Jq

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where the various symbols above are
∇2 = ∂2r +
2
r
∂r , ∂r =
∂
∂r
(4.45)
Charge density, ρq(r) =
∑
nβ, jβ,lβ
ωβ
2 jβ + 1
4pi
(
Rβ
r
)2
Volume density, τq(r) =
∑
nβ, jβ,lβ
ωβ
2 jβ + 1
4pi
(∂r Rβr
)2
+
l(l + 1)
r2
(
Rβ
r
)2
Current density, Jq(r) =
∑
nβ, jβ,lβ
ωβ
2 jβ + 1
4pi
[
jβ( jβ + 1) − lβ(lβ + 1) − 34
]
2
r
(
Rβ
r
)2
Gradient of current density, ∇Jq(r) =
(
∂r +
2
r
)
Jq(r)
The function Rβ(r) is the radial part of the wave function, and jβ and lβ are the total and
orbital angular momenta of orbital β. The quantity ωβ is the filling factor of orbital β.
4.3.2 Contributions to the Total Energy Functional
The single particle energies β contain most of the energy information. Thus the sum
of the Skyrme and Coulomb parts of the energies can be calculated simply as
ESkyrme + ECoulomb =
1
2
Ekin + ∑
β
ωββ
 + Erearr (4.46)
where,
Ekin = 4pi
∑
q
∫ ∞
0
dr r2
~
2mq
τq . (4.47)
The factor
1
2
in the sum over kinetic and single-particle energies ensures that pair-wise
interactions from two-body forces are counted only once. Terms proportional to t3 in Ebulk
represent contributions from beyond two-body forces and give rise to the rearrangement
energy
Erearr = −4pi
∫ ∞
0
dr r2
α
24
t3ρα
[(
1 +
1
2
x3
)
ρ2 −
(
1
2
+ x3
) (
ρ2pr + ρ
2
ne
)]
+ ECoul,rearr , (4.48)
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where contribution from the density dependent approximation to the Coulomb exchange
term has been included above. The Coulomb energy consists of three parts:
ECoul =
1
2
e2
∫
d3r d3r
′ 1
|r − r′ | ρC(r
′
)
ECoul,exch = −34
(
3
pi
)1/3
4pi
∫ ∞
0
dr r2ρ4/3pr and ECoul,rearr = −
1
3
ECoul,exch , (4.49)
where to save computing time the small contributions form the Coulomb-exchange parts
are treated in the Slater approximation due to Bethe and Bacher [BB36].
In order to maintain the nuclear ground state at total linear momentum zero, a center
of mass correction is needed when calculations that localize the nucleus to a finite grid
(this breaks translational invariance) are performed. In place of projecting the oscillating
mean field to a state with total linear momentum zero, a simpler and reliable method in
which the zero-point energy of the nearly harmonic oscillations of the center of mass is
generally subtracted. The correction amounts to
Ecm =
〈Pˆ2cm〉
2Am
with Pˆcm =
∑
i
pˆi ,
〈Pˆ2cm〉 =
∑
β
ωβ 〈φβ| pˆ2|φβ〉
−
∑
α,β
(
ωαωβ +
√
ωαωβ(1 − ωα)(1 − ωβ)
) ∣∣∣〈φβ| pˆ|φβ〉∣∣∣2 , (4.50)
where A is the nucleon number and m is the average nucleon mass. To save computer time
incurred in the double-sum above, the center of mass correction is calculated at the end of
the HF variation of wave functions and mean-fields instead of at each iteration.
The occupation probability ωβ of state β for thermal HF calculations is given by the
Fermi-Dirca distribution function
ωβ =
1
1 + exp
(
β−F,q
T
) = 1
2
[
1 − tanh
(β − F,q
2T
)]
. (4.51)
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4.4 Thermal Hatree-Fock with BCS Pairing
In the the treatment of pairing interactions using the BCS formalism in conjunction
with HF calculations at finite temperature the major difference is in the form of occupation
probability or the weight ωβ. The occupation of gap-dependent quasi-particle states
carries the weight
ωβ =
1
2
1 − β − F,q√(β − F,q)2 + ∆2q tanh

√
(β − F,q)2 + ∆2q
2T

 (4.52)
The pairing energy functional is given by
Epair = −
∑
q
Gq
∑
β∈q
√
ωβ(1 − ωβ)

2
(4.53)
where, Gq is the pairing strength. The gap parameter ∆q and the Fermi energy F,q are
determined by solving the gap equation and the number equation
∆q
Gq
=
∑
β∈q
√
ωβ(1 − ωβ) and Aq =
∑
β∈q
ωβ (4.54)
simultaneously.
Additional details are provided in Refs. [LMK91b], [FR86], [RRM+86], [Rei89],
[RF95], [Rei99], [RRM+98] along with numerical notes for obtaining the total energy at
finite temperature.
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5 Level Densities from Experiments
Many experimental techniques exist for the extraction of nuclear level densities
[HM72]. Among the existing techniques, the two most successful methods, namely, the
Evaporation method [WSV95],[Voi08],[VGB+07] and the Oslo method [SBG+00],
[GTB+96], [GRR87] will be discussed in detail here. Brief descriptions are provided for
the other known methods. At the end of this section, the current status of experimental
techniques and common problems are highlighted. The major issue concerns the use of
different theoretical formulas in fitting the extracted data for different mass regions and
excitation energies.
5.1 Evaporation Spectra of Particles
This method utilizes the Hauser-Feshbach theory [HF52] of the compound nucleus to
calculate the level density of a specific nucleus. According to Bohr’s independence
hypothesis of compound nucleus formation and its deay, the products of the reaction
depend only on the available phase space for the compound nucleus and have no memory
of how it was formed [Boh36]. Then Hauser-Feshbach theory [HF52] suggests that the
outgoing particle spectra depend only on the transmission coefficient of the reaction and
the level density of the residual nucleus. Explicitly, the differential cross-section of
outgoing particle spectra for a certain energy En is given by
σ(En) ∝ T (En) ρ(E∗) , (5.1)
where, T (En) is the transmission coefficient which can be found by using optical model
potentials, and E∗ is the excitation energy of the residual nucleus.
The Ohio group uses this method in the “Edwards Accelerator Lab” facility at Ohio
University. The transmission coefficients are calculated using optical model potentials
from the Reference Input Parameter Library (RIPL) [Bet. al03] database. Then level
density is calculated using some model, and the parameters of the input level density are
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renormalized bin by bin to get the calculated differential cross-section as close as possible
to the experimental differential cross-section [Voi08]. The expression for the level density
used is
ρ(E∗) = ρ(E∗)input
(dσ/dE)exp
(dσ/dE)calc
, (5.2)
where ( dσdE )exp and (
dσ
dE )calc are the experimental and calculated differential cross-sections,
respectively, and ρ(E∗)input is the calculated level density from a model. The experimental
level density is further improved by the use of a discrete energy level scheme. In order for
this method to be successful, one needs to make sure that the compound nuclear reaction
mechanism dominates. A discrete energy spectrum is shown below in Fig. 5.1. Usually,
evaporation spectra overlap nicely with the discrete spectra.
Figure 5.1: Resonance spectrum in 5727Co taken from Ref. [MBB
+94].
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5.2 The Oslo Method
This method is very useful for extracting both the level density and the γ−strength
functions simultaneously [SBG+00]. When a γ-ray hits the detector, the photoelectric
effect, the Compton effect or pair production occur. In order to extract information about
the compound nucleus, one must measure the full energy carried by the γ−ray. But this is
possible only for the photoelectric effect, because for the other two cases only a part of the
γ-ray’s energy is deposited in the detector. The Oslo method considers only the
contribution from the photoelectric effect and subtracts the contribution from the other
two as background. However, difficulty arises with neutron capture measurements when a
γ-transition cascade can occur [Voi08]. The desired “first generation” spectra due to the
original γ-transition is polluted with the later cascade transitions, and it becomes almost
impossible to separate them. The Oslo method uses a particle-γ-ray coincidence matrix
P(Ex, Eγ) to get the first generation spectra by using
P(Ex, Eγ) = Fg(Ex, Eγ) +
∑
E/x<Ex
Fg(Ex, Eγ)P/(Ex − Eγ, Eγ) , (5.3)
where Ex is the average excitation energy from which the “first generation”
gamma-transition occurs, Eγ is the average energy of the γ-transition, and Fg(Ex, Eγ) is
the first generation spectra.
It can be assumed that the probability of the gamma-decay depends on the energy of
the gamma-transition and not on the specific levels from which the transition occurrs. The
first generation spectra can be expressed in terms of level density and transition functions
as,
Fg(Ex, Eγ) ∝ ρ(Ex)T (Eγ) . (5.4)
Using this expression, the Oslo method can extract both the level density and the
γ-strength function simultaneously by iteration. Although there are certain uncertainties
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associated with the normalization procedure, they are taken care of by using other
information such as neutron resonance spacing for the same nuclei.
5.3 Neutron Resonance Spectra
In this method, the energy levels of the excited nucleus are measured near or above
the neutron binding energy. For a certain energy interval, the resonances are counted to
determine the number of energy levels. The prime condition for this method to be
effective is to have the widths, Γ, of the energy levels smaller than the gap, D, between the
levels. A special property of this method is that the counted levels have very selective
values of angular momentum I and parity pi [HM72]. The advantage of this method is that
it is applicable for the whole mass (A) region of the periodic table. So, global trends of the
dependence of the level density parameter, a, on mass number A can be studied. The
downside is that there is a strength dependence of the resonances on the angular
momentum and parity. The strengths of the resonances vary dramatically due to the
individual structures of the resonances as well as with change in the angular momentum
and parity, so the possibility arises of missing resonance levels due to their small peaks.
The detection of resonances also depend on the resolution of the measurement. On the
other hand, there is a possibility of counting p-wave resonances as extra s-wave
resonances, as sometimes they are difficult to distinguish [HM72]. Fortunately the two
problems mentioned above compensate each other so the final result comes out to be
acceptable.
5.4 Charged Particle Resonance Spectra
Level density information can also be extracted by trapping charged particles such as
protons, α- particles, etc., to make a compound nucleus. The procedure is similar to that
involving neutron resonance spectra, except that in this case resonances of the
protons/charged particles are counted. In addition to the condition of Γ < D , this process
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is limited to low and medium mass nuclei [HM72]. This is owing to the Coulomb barrier
which is absent in the previous case, and to the fact that the experimental energy
resolution for charged particle projectiles is poorer compared to the neutron time of flight
technique, so that only light and medium mass nuclei can be studied where the resonance
spacings D exceeds the experimental energy resolution. The working formula for
calculating the level density after measuring the density of resonances experimentally is
ρres = ρ(E)
∑
I,pi
[
2I + 1
4σ2
]
exp
− I + 122σ2
 , (5.5)
where ρres is the density of observed resonances and ρ(E) is the calculated level density.
The extra advantage of this technique over the neutron resonance method is that it gives
access to certain nuclei which are not possible to study using the neutron resonance
method. A list of such nuclei and their level density information can be found in
[EVdL67]. The uncertainties of the measurement are almost similar to that of the previous
method.
5.5 Inelastic Scattering
Both neutron resonance and charged particle resonance methods suffer from the fact
that they can be utilized only for high excitation energies near the respective binding
energies of the projectile particles. Oftentimes these methods depend highly on the
resolution of the measurement. Information collected from levels of the compound
nucleus have proved useful. In addition, data collected from the residual nuclei also help,
particularly for low excitation energies. The trick is to use inelastic scattering to excite the
residual nucleus. Examples of commonly used inelastic reactions are
(α, α′), (p, α), (p, p′), (n, n′), etc.
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5.6 Ericson Fluctuations
Ericson invented a way to extract level densities from the absolute cross section for
residual nuclei formation [Eri60]. The total cross-section of such a process fluctuates with
changing projectile energy. This fluctuation in carries information about the level density
of the compound nucleus [HVK+69]. The advantage of this method is that it can be used
for measuring level density even when the level width Γ is larger than the level spacing D.
The method utilizes information about Γ from fluctuation measurements and combines it
with information about exit channels obtained from some other process, and calculates the
level density of the compound nucleus at high excitation energy.
5.7 Systematics of the Level Density Parameter a vs A
From the various sources mentioned above, the general trend of the level density
parameter a vs mass number A has been deduced. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show examples of
results as they have progressed over the years. The common practice has been to fit the
experimental nuclear level density data to one or the other variants of the Bethe formula to
extract a global trend in a vs A. To highlight the effects of shell structure and pairing
interactions (odd-even structure), a linear fit is adapted. Detailed fits to exhibit effects of
nuclear deformation are also available [vB09].
In all such fits to date, deviations from a linear fit are evident particularly at shell
closures associated with proton and neutron numbers. For doubly-closed shells, the
deviations are prominent. Deformed nuclei also exhibit deviations from the linear trend,
but to a lesser extent than nuclei with doubly-closed shells. The remarkable thing about
the linear fits to data is the large variation in the slope of a vs A ranging from
a
A
=
1
8
to
∼ 1
15
, the latter value corresponding to that in bulk homogeneous nuclear matter. From
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 (drawn employing the same scales on the x- and y- axes), we observe
that the inferred values of a have shifted considerably in some mass regions. For the level
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density shown in Fig. 5.3, data from the same experiment is employed with and without
accounting for collective effects. The differences show how the level density parameter
varies with the inclusion of collective effects. Reasons for these differences include (i) the
quality of the experimental data, (ii) the number of physical effects, such as shell and
pairing effects, deformations, etc., included or excluded, and (iii) the theoretical
framework employed to extract a. It is unfortunate that in most cases, the raw data on the
nuclear level density itself are unavailable.
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Figure 5.2: Level density parameter a vs mass number A. The upper panel is taken from
[BM69].
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5.8 Current Status and Open Issues
A list of currently faced issues includes:
1. The nuclear level density for low excitation energies up to about 5 MeV can be
obtained from counting individual levels observed in experiments. Also, the level
density near the neutron binding energy can be obtained by counting resonances.
But there is a huge gap in energy from single level counting to neutron binding
energy, and no well defined experimental technique exists for this region. Usually
this region is filled by interpolation/extrapolation using theoretical models.
2. The research area related to astrophysics, namely, of white dwarfs, neutron stars,
supernovae, etc., need as input level densities of nuclei which are far away from the
stability line close to the neutron drip line. Level densities for these neutron-rich
nuclei are not known, and there are no rigorous techniques available to measure
them experimentally.
3. Bethe introduced [BB36] the exponential form for the level density, also known as
the Fermi gas expression. Generally, experimental data are fitted using an improved
version of Bethe’s formula to extract the level density parameter a, the spin cutoff
parameter σ, etc. However, there is no consensus about the global A-dependence
and excitation energy dependence of a. In the literature, different compilations of
experimental data give different values for a ranging from A/8 to A/15. In
closed-shell regions where quantum effects due to shell and pairing phenomena
dominate, a differs most from its global linear trend with A. Especially in these
regions, the values of a quoted in the literature differ significantly. The origin of
these differences must be identified.
4. At low excitation energies for which a direct counting of levels is possible, the
determination of the level density from experiments is unambiguous. With
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increasing excitation energies, however, unless the angular momenta of levels
populated are known ambiguities arise because of the undetermined spin-cut off
parameter σ which counts the angular momentum projections of M for a given I in
a spherical nucleus. In deformed nuclei, the uncertainty is increased as projections
of K on the symmetry axis of the nucleus also enter into σ in a significant way.
Generally, the spin-cutoff parameter is taken as an input from a model calculation.
Depending on the reliability of the model and the source of the spin-cutoff data, the
extracted level density can vary up to 20-30%.
5. Another area of uncertainty is concerned with the neutron number N and proton
number Z dependence of a. It is unclear whether an (N − Z)2 or an (N − Z)
dependence is to be preferred [AGMR03]. Perhaps both choices are applicable, but
in different regions of N and Z depending upon special nuclear structure effects.
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6 Results and Discussion
In this chapter, results of calculations performed are presented and compared with
available experimental data. The nuclei chosen for study are 4820Ca,
132
50 Sn and
208
82 Pb, all of
which are spherical with filled proton and neutron shells. In addition, 5727Co, which is
nearly spherical with a small deformation (quadruple deformation parameter β2 = 0.098
[MNMS95]) is also considered. The single-particle spectra for these nuclei are obtained
using the thermal HF calculations for nuclei with completely filled shells, and thermal HF
plus BCS calculations for 5727Co with partially filled proton and neutron shells. Computer
programs written by our collaborator P.-G. Reinhard were used to generate the
single-particle spectra. The thermal properties such as entropy S , excitation energy Ex,
specific heat at constant volume CV were then calculated as functions of temperature T
utilizing these single-particle spectra. With the knowledge of S and Ex, the state and
nuclear level densities were calculated using Eqs. (4.33) and (4.34).
6.1 Single-Particle Levels and Their Occupation Probabilities
Figures 6.1 through 6.4 show the single particle spectra for protons and neutrons at
temperatures of T = 0 and 2 MeV, respectively. In these figures, locations of the Fermi
levels (chemical potentials at finite T ) are shown by horizontal dashed lines. Also shown
are the 2 j + 1 degeneracies for levels with total angular momentum j (spin plus orbital).
The cumulative number of particles with increasing j are shown in parenthesis. Compared
to the neutron levels, the proton levels are shifted upward owing to the repulsive Coulomb
interactions. A rough estimate of this shift is given by the average Coulomb potential
VC ' 3e
2
5r0
ZA−1/3 with r0 ' 1.2 fm. The effect of finite T in medium to heavy nuclei is to
slightly depress the levels close to the Fermi energy, but raise the levels at the bottom of
the potential well. Results shown are for the SkO′ model.
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Figure 6.1: Single-particle energy spectra of 4820Ca for protons (left panel) and neutrons
(right panel) at the indicated temperatures.
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Figure 6.2: Same as Fig. 6.1, but for 5727Co.
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Figure 6.3: Same as Fig. 6.1, but for 13250 Sn.
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Figure 6.4: Same as Fig. 6.1, but for 20850 Pb.
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In Figs. 6.5 and 6.6, the occupation probabilities of the single-particle levels at T = 3
MeV are compared with those at T = 0 for the SkO′ model. Results for the SkM∗ model
(not shown here) are similar. At the temperatures of interest here, only levels close to the
chemical potentials contribute to the thermal properties.
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Figure 6.5: Occupation probabilities vs energy at the indicated temperatures.
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208
82 Pb (bottom panel).
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6.2 Density Distributions and Root Mean Square Radii
The energy spectra showed in the previous sections enable the calculation of the
neutron and proton density distributions shown in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 (see Chapter 4).
Effects of finite temperature are to swell the nuclei somewhat (see Fig. 6.9, where the root
mean square radii are shown) although it is difficult to see from the results shown. A
consequence of this swelling is that calculations of the specific heat at constant volume are
rendered more complicated than that for bulk nuclear matter. At sufficiently small
temperatures, however, formulas used for bulk matter calculations should suffice.
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6.3 Pairing Gaps
In the BCS formalism, the behavior of pairing gaps ∆ vs T for fermions in bulk
homogeneous matter is well known [BCS57a, BCS57b, LL80]. The energy of
non-interacting fermions is affected by the pairing interactions so that the quasi-particle
energy becomes Ek =
√
(k − λ)2 + ∆2, where λ is the chemical potential and ∆ is the
pairing gap. The relationship between the critical temperature Tc at which the paring gap
vanishes and the gap ∆0 at T = 0 is Tc ' 0.57∆0 [LL80].
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Figure 6.10: Neutron and proton pairing gaps in 5727Co.
Figure 6.10 shows ∆ vs T for protons and neutrons in 5727Co, the single-particle spectra
for which differ considerably from that of a free Fermi gas in that the energy levels are
discrete and exhibit bunching due to shell effects. Results shown are for models SkM∗ and
SkO′. For protons in both models, Tc/∆0 ' 0.6, whereas for neutrons TC/∆0 ' 0.52 (0.47)
for SkO′ (SkM∗). Deviations from the standard BCS result is attributable to the inherent
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shell structure of nuclei. Differences in the neutron gaps between the models is significant
owing to differences in the spectra close to their respective Fermi energies.
6.4 Excitation Energy vs Temperature
Nuclear level densities grow exponentially with excitation energy Ex. Experiments
determine Ex through measurements of resonances, energies of evaporated particles, etc.,
but not the temperatures T of nuclei. Theoretical calculations, however, are performed
with T as input Ex being determined thereafter from occupations of quasi-particle spectra.
The relationship of Ex vs T for the chosen nuclei are shown in Fig. 6.11. Qualitative
features of results for the SkO′ and SkM∗ models are similar although quantitative
differences exist. The relative disposition of results for 4820Ca and
57
27Co is noteworthy, and
can be understood as arising from completely versus partially filled single-particle levels.
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Figure 6.11: Excitation energy vs temperature for the Skyrme models SkO
′
and SkM∗.
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6.5 Entropy vs Excitation Energy and Temperature
A comparison of the inter-relationships between entropy, excitation energy and
temperature in bulk homogeneous matter (see Chapter 3) with those in nuclei offer insights
into the roles of the finiteness of nuclei (cause of discrete spectra), nuclear structure
effects (the nature of mean-fields, spin-orbit coupling, etc.), and pairing correlations. To
illustrate the differences, we first recall the inter-relationships in one-component bulk
homogeneous matter without pairing interactions in the degenerate limit:
S = 2aT , Ex = aT 2 ,
⇒ S
2T
=
S 2
4Ex
=
Ex
T 2
= a , (6.1)
where a is the level density parameter. For T < Tc in bulk matter with pairing interactions,
the above relations are modified due to the presence of a pairing gap ∆ [LL80]. Similar
relations can be written for two-component systems with appropriate modifications
accounting for N , Z (see Chapter 3). However, it has not yet been possible to infer level
densities of neutrons and protons separately from experiments, and the general practice
has been to quote a combined a from fits to data.
In view of the above considerations, we show in Fig. 6.12 plots of the three different
ratios in Eq. (6.1) for the nuclei chosen. The results in this figure highlight the influence
of pairing interactions in 5727Co (absent in other nuclei owing to completely filled shells)
below T < Tc. Even for T > Tc, the inferred level density parameters a for each nucleus
are different for the three ratios chosen to exhibit its magnitude. The different a’s in these
plots approach a constant value for T  2 MeV, and even so differ from each other
depending on the nucleus. A different constant for a/A (independent of Ex or T ) is
obtained for the three different ratios commonly used to infer its value. The abrupt
cessation of the rise in
S 2
4Ex
with T (or Ex) is related to the transition from a paired
configuration to normal matter as will be discussed in the next section.
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Figure 6.12: Different representations of the level density parameter a as in Eq. (6.1), but
for nuclei for the model SkO′.
The results in this figure indicate that the level density parameter a, regardless of the
manner in which it is represented, is temperature dependent in a non-trivial manner.
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6.6 Entropy in Thermal Hartree-Fock vs Thermal Hartree Fock Plus BCS
In this section, we examine a curious feature of the level density parameter for nuclei
with partially-filled levels near the Fermi surface. An example can be found in Ref.
[Hil04] (see Fig. 3 in this reference for 19880 Hg and
202
80 Hg, both of which have partially
filled proton and neutron levels near the Fermi surface) where a diverging trend was
reported in a vs Ex at low Ex from thermal Hartree-Fock-Boguliobov calculations. The
physical origin of this effect was not identified there.
In order to find the origin of this behavior, we compare the predictions of S (from Eq.
4.35) vs T (top panel of Fig. 6.13) from thermal HF and HF plus BCS calculations for the
open shell nucleus 5727Co using the SkO
′ model. The HF results for S are much larger than
those of HF plus BCS at low excitation energies. This behavior stems from a combination
of two effects. First, for the levels closest to the chemical potential at T = 0.05 MeV, (i)
the degeneracies of protons (2 j + 1 = 8) and neutrons (2j+1=4) are large. Secondly, in HF
calculations |(p − λp)|/T ' 1.95 and |(n − λn)|/T ' 0.06. The predominant contributions
to S come from just these two levels, all other levels giving negligible contributions as
they are sufficiently far away from the chemical potentials. The resulting level density
parameters are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 6.13. The diverging pattern is apparent
in two of the three ways to interpret a and resembles the results in Ref. [Hil04].
In contrast, in HF plus BCS calculations,
(√
(p − λp)2 + ∆2p
)
/T ' 21.4 and( √
(n − λn)2 + ∆2n
)
/T ' 9.63 which results in S → 0. In this case, the paring gaps cause
the quasi-particle energies to shift away from the single-particle energies for T  Tc
which results in S → 0. The level density parameters for this case were shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 6.12. It is not unlikely that a diverging pattern in a will be exhibited
in HF plus BCS calculations for some open shell nucleus depending on its level structure.
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6.7 Specific Heat vs Excitation Energy and Temperature
The specific heat at constant volume is given by CV = T
dS
dT
. The use of this relation
requires that the system under consideration is held at constant volume. Discontinuities in
CV vs T or Ex are indicative of phase transitions. At sufficiently low excitation energies,
the change in the volume of a nucleus is minimal (see Fig. 6.9) so this relation can be used
to indicate the temperature (or excitation energy) dependence of CV . For nuclei, the
pairing gaps ∆0 at T = 0 are of order MeV’s (see, e.g., Fig. 6.10) . As the pairing
interactions dissolve for T > Tc ' (0.4 − 0.6) ∆0, the possibility exists to infer Tc’s for
nuclei through measurements of nuclear level densities at closely spaced excitation
energies below about 3 MeV. In bulk matter, the transition is of second order, but the order
of the pairing phase transition in nuclei is uncertain [Met. al14].
Figure 6.14 shows results of CV/A vs T (top panel) and vs Ex (bottom panel) for the
SkO′ model. In the case of closed shell nuclei (4820Ca,
132
50 Sn and
208
82 Pb), the behaviors of
results for CV/A in both panels of the figure are smooth. Results for 5727Co, however, show
discontinuities at the temperatures (excitation energies) corresponding to the values where
the neutron and proton gaps vanish. For T ≥ T (n,p)c , the monotonic rise of CV is that of
normal matter in a nucleus. These features suggest that in order to experimentally
determine Tc for nuclei, nuclear level density measurements must be carried out at closely
spaced intervals of Ex as derivatives of S with respect to Ex are involved. This
requirement presents experimental challenges for a medium mass nucleus such as 5727Co as
the number of levels in the range of 1-3 MeV excitation energies are small. Heavier nuclei
than 5727Co in which the number of levels in this range of excitation energies are large are
better candidates as studies performed by the Oslo group has indicated [Get al14].
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6.8 Spin Cut-Off Parameters
Rotational degrees of freedom rob energy from single-particle excitations, and hence
reduce the total nuclear level density. A measure of this reduction is provided by the spin
cut-off parameter σ (see Chapter 4 and the next section). The calculated results for
σ2 vs Ex from Eq. (4.39) for the SkO′ and SkM∗ models are shown in Fig. 6.15. The data
for 5727Co are taken from Refs. [Mis92, MBB
+94]. The calculated results favor the SkO′
model over the SkM∗ model, particularly at high excitation energies.
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6.9 State and Level Densities vs Excitation Energies
The working formulas for the state density ω(Ex) and the nuclear level density
ρ(Ex, J) are in Eqs. (4.33) through (4.39). In order to compare theoretical calculations
with data, ρ(Ex, J) must be summed over the many total angular momentum states J
accessed for each Ex in experiments. That is,
ρ(Ex) = ω(Ex)
∑
J
f (J) =
{
eS (Ex)
(2pi)3/2
√
D(Ex)
} ∑
J
2J + 1
2
√
2piσ3
exp
[
− J(J + 1)
2σ2
] . (6.2)
At high excitation energies when Jmax is large, the sum over J can be replaced by an
integration (to very good approximation) with the result
ρ(Ex) = ω(Ex) × 1√
2piσ
(6.3)
which highlights the role of the excitation-energy dependent spin cut-off parameter σ.
Larger the Ex, larger is the reduction of ω(Ex) as σ(Ex) increases with Ex (see Fig. 6.15).
In Figs. 6.16 and 6.17, the calculated results of ρ(Ex) vs Ex are compared with data
where readily available. The data are taken from Ref. [MBB+94] for 5727Co and Ref.
[Set al09] for 20882 Pb. For
48
20Ca and
132
50 Sn, only the level density parameters a and spin
cut-off parameters σ are available in the published literature and data bases. As the
theoretical framework used to calculate these parameters are likely different from that
employed in this work, we have refrained from plotting the nuclear level densities from
these sources as data.
For 5727Co and
208
82 Pb, the SkO
′ model gives better agreement with the data than the
SkM∗ model. At low excitation energies, particularly for 20882 Pb, both models disagree with
the data. At this stage of development, no attempts have been made to further refine the
force parameters of Skyrme models. This task will be taken up later. It should also be
mentioned here that 5727Co has been treated here as a spherical nucleus because of its small
quadrupole deformation parameter β2 = 0.098. Effects of deformation, which tend to
make the single-particle spectra more uniform, will also be explored in future work.
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Figure 6.16: State density ω and level density ρ for Skyrme models SkO′ (left) and SkM∗
(right) vs excitation energy. Data (dark circles) are from Ref. [MBB+94].
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The discrepancy between the calculated results and data at low excitation energies
raises several issues for both theory and experiments as noted below.
1. The divergence of ρ(Ex) at very low excitation energy Ex (see Figs. 6.16 and 6.17)
appears to be generic to most statistical treatments. When the saddle-point
approximation is employed, one inherits a determinant of second derivatives of the
logarithm of the grand partition function which appears in the denominator. This
determinant tends to vanish at very low (≤ 1 MeV) Ex which leads to the divergence.
Additionally, the approximation that sums over quasi-particle energies and their
angular momentum projections can be separated may be suspect when only a few
levels are accessible at low excitation energies. This approximation can be relaxed
albeit at the cost of computing a 4 × 4 determinant with complicated elements
instead of a 3 × 3 determinant with simpler elements. The extent to which such a
calculation will postpone the divergence to lower Ex is unclear, but will be tested.
2. It may be necessary to abandon a statistical treatment at very low excitation
energies, but use it only for moderate to high excitation energies. Results of
alternative models better suited to low excitation energies can be appropriately
stitched together with results of statistical treatments as excitation energy increases.
3. It is likely that open shell nuclei will exhibit discontinuities in their specific heats at
constant volume. Extracting the extent to which such discontinuities persist in open
shell nuclei as a function of mass number would be a worthwhile task for both
experiments and theory.
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7 Summary and Conclusion
In this thesis, thermal properties of nuclei and their level densities were studied.
These properties are crucial ingredients in on-going simulations of astrophysical
phenomena such as nucleosynthesis, supernovae, neutron stars, and mergers of compact
binary stars. In simulations involving these phenomena, highly-neutron rich nuclei, not
realizable in laboratory experiments, are encountered in addition to bulk homogeneous
matter in the dense regions. Hence theoretical guidance is necessary. One of the objectives
in this research work is to develop the theoretical tools required to predict the properties of
highly neutron-rich nuclei. A precise knowledge of the nuclear level densities is also
required in medical applications, and in the design of fission and fusion reactors.
As a starting point, attention was focused on the doubly-closed shell spherical nuclei
48
20Ca,
132
50 Sn, and
208
82 Pb, and the nearly spherical nucleus
57
27Co. Nuclei with unpaired
protons or neutrons exhibit pairing properties that influence their thermal properties in a
very distinctive manner (Chapters 2, 4, and 6). The single-particle energies of neutrons
and protons in these nuclei were calculated using the Hartree-Fock plus BCS formalism
(Chapter 4) using a computer code developed by collaborator P.-G. Reinhard for two
different Hamiltonian densities (known as Skyrme models SkO′ and SkM∗ in the
literature) to provide contrasts. Utilizing these single-particle energies, thermal properties
such as the entropy, excitation energy, specific heat at constant volume, and the spin
cut-off parameter that enter in the calculation of nuclear level densities were calculated.
Comparisons of these thermal properties with those in bulk homogeneous matter
encountered in the astrophysical settings is an integral part of this research as the same
Hamiltonian density would be used in both cases (Chapters 3 and 4).
Several experimental techniques have been used to determine nuclear level densities.
These techniques were summarized (in Chapter 5) including that at the Edwards
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Accelerator Laboratory in Ohio University. Active collaboration with local researchers
has been extremely beneficial to the work reported here and will continue in the future.
Nuclear level densities depend exponentially on the entropy which in turn increases
with the excitation energy of the nucleus (Chapter 4). In this work, the entropy and
excitation energy were calculated using a statistical treatment of these properties. Results
of calculations were compared with experimental data on the nuclear level densities for
57
27Co (from Ohio University) and for
208
82 Pb. In both cases, the SkO
′ model was found to
give better agreement with the data than the SkM∗ model except at very low excitation
energies. Comparisons of the spin cut-off parameter also favored the SkO′ model over the
SkM∗ model. Raw data on the nuclear level densities being unavailable for 4820Ca, and
132
50 Sn,
comparisons of calculations with other theoretical works not attempted in this thesis.
The two new principal findings of this work are reported below.
1. The specific heat at constant volume, CV , for 5727Co exhibits discontinuities in the
excitation energy range of 1.5-3 MeV. This finding is indicative of a phase transition
from a paired configuration to that of normal matter. To our knowledge, this feature
has not been reported in the literature for this nucleus. To experimentally determine
the excitation energy (or temperature) of this pairing transition, data for very closely
spaced excitation energies would be necessary as derivatives of the measured
nuclear level densities with respect to excitation energies would be involved. Nuclei
heavier than 5727Co are better candidates as their level densities would be higher.
2. For nuclei with unpaired protons or neutrons in levels close to their respective Fermi
energies, thermal Hartree-Fock and Hartree-Fock plus BCS calculations sometimes
yield diverging single-particle level density parameters at low excitation energies.
This feature has been reported in the literature for some nuclei, but without
comment. The finding in this work is that the source of this behavior depends on a
combination of two effects: high degeneracies of partially filled levels, and the close
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proximity of the partially filled states to the chemical potentials of neutrons and
protons.
Some drawbacks of the statistical treatment of the nuclear level density are worthy of
comment.
1. Nuclear level densities tend to diverge for very low excitation energies because of
the vanishing determinant inherited from the saddle-point approximation.
2. At low excitation energies, the separation of the single-particle energies and their
angular momentum projections may not be appropriate as only a few levels are
accessible.
The second drawback can be addressed with more involved calculations, but the first
one appears to require more serious consideration even to the level of adapting a more
microscopic approach.
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8 Future Work
The following future projects are suggested by the work reported in this thesis.
In the statistical framework of thermal Hartree-Fock plus BCS calculations
1. Evaluate the 4 × 4 determinant to test if the approximation that sums of
quasi-particle energies and associated projections of angular momenta can be
separated is valid at low excitation energies Ex.
2. Extend the calculations to include deformations as most nuclei are deformed.
3. Compare with available experimental data to establish regions of agreement or
disagreement in neutron and proton numbers N and Z as well as Ex by optimizing
parameters of the underlying Hamiltonian density.
4. Explore properties of highly-neutron rich nuclei of interest to astrophysical
phenomena.
In order to address the limitations of the statistical treatment of nuclear level densities
at low excitation energies
1. Establish the range of excitation energies as functions of N and Z for which the
largest discrepancies exist between statistical treatments and more microscopic
approaches such as multi-configuration shell model calculations [RG88], odometer
methods [HG69], Monte Carlo methods [NA97], etc. As all of these latter
approaches are computer-intensive, calculations to encompass the N-Z regions of
interest to astrophysics have not been performed. A practical strategy would be to
stitch the results of these calculations at low Ex with those from a statistical
treatment at moderate to high Ex.
2. Prepare nuclear level density data in tabular form as functions of N, Z and Ex for
rapid use in astrophysical simulations.
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Appendix: Derivation of the Nuclear Level Density
Formula for a Two-Component System
The treatment of the nuclear level density for a nucleus below follows closely that in
Ref. [BM69], but provides details omitted there. The grand partition function for a
nucleus with Z protons, N neutrons and a total angular momentum projection M is
Z(αn, αp, β, γ) =
∑
N,Z,i,M
exp{αnN + αpZ − βEi(N,Z,M) − γM} , (A.1)
where αn, αp, β and γ serve the roles of Lagrange multipliers for conserved quantities. The
single-particle energies derived from a general Hamiltonian are represented by Ei. In
integral representation,
Z(αn, αp, β, γ) =
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
ρ(Z,N,E ,M) exp
{
αnN + αpZ − βE − γM
}
dN dZ dE dM .
(A.2)
Following a procedure similar to that for the one-component case in Chapter ?, that is
making use of inverse Laplace transformation and evaluating the result using the
saddle-point approximation, the nuclear level density takes the form
ρ(N,Z, ,M) =
Z(α0n, α0p, β0, γ) exp(−α0nN − α0pZ + β0 + γM)
(2pi)4/2|D|1/2 . (A.3)
The conditions that determine the stationary point (αn0, αp0, β0, γ0) of the integrand are
∂ ln Z
∂αp
− Z = 0 , ∂ ln Z
∂αn
− N = 0
∂ ln Z
∂β
+ E = 0 ,
∂ ln Z
∂γ
+ M = 0 . (A.4)
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The determinant D is now that of a 4 matrix:
|D| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∂2 ln Z
∂α2n
∂2 ln Z
∂αp∂αn
∂2 ln Z
∂β∂αn
∂2 ln Z
∂γ∂αn
∂2 ln Z
∂αn∂αp
∂2 ln Z
∂α2p
∂2 ln Z
∂β∂αp
∂2lnZ
∂γ∂αp
∂2 ln Z
∂αn∂β
∂2 ln Z
∂αp∂β
∂2 ln Z
∂β2
∂2 ln Z
∂γ∂β
∂2 ln Z
∂αn∂γ
∂2 ln Z
∂αp∂γ
∂2 ln Z
∂β∂γ
∂2 ln Z
∂γ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
αn0,αp0,β0,γ0
(A.5)
The stationary conditions lead to
Z =
∫ ( αp
β
)
0
0
gp((p))d(p) , N =
∫ ( αn
β
)
0
0
gn((n))d(n) (A.6)
E =
∫ ( αp
β
)
0
0
gp((p))(p)d(p) +
∫ ( αn
β
)
0
0
gn((n))(n)d(n) +
pi2
6β20
g(
α0
β0
) +
1
2
(
γ0
β0
)2
〈m2〉g
(
α0
β0
)
(A.7)
M = −γ0
β0
g
(
α0
β0
)
〈m2〉 , (A.8)
where the following definitions have been used:
(αn)0 = 
(n)
F β0 , (αp)0 = 
(p)
F β0
g0 = gp
(

(p)
F
)
+ gn
(
(n)F
)
,
pi2
6β20
g(F) = E − M
2
2g(F)〈m2〉
γ0
β0
g(F)〈m2〉 = − M . (A.9)
The excitation energy E is defined by the relation
E = E −
∫ ( αp
β
)
0
0
gp((p))(p)d(p) −
∫ ( αn
β
)
0
0
gn((n))(n)d(n) . (A.10)
In what follows, the 2nd derivatives required in the evaluation of the determinant in Eq.
(A.5) are calculated.
∂ ln Z
∂αn
=
∫ (αn/β)0
0
g()d ⇒ ∂
2 ln Z
∂α2n
=
gn
β0
(A.11)
∂ ln Z
∂αp
=
∫ (αp/β)0
0
g()d ⇒ ∂
2 ln Z
∂α2p
=
gp
β0
(A.12)
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∂ ln Z
∂β
= −
∫ (αn/β)0
0
gn()d −
∫ (αp/β)0
0
gp()d − pi
2
6β20
g0 − 12
(
γ0
β0
)2
〈m2〉g0 (A.13)
Taking second derivative of Eq. (A.13) with respect to β,
∂2 ln Z
∂β2
= −ngn
(
−αn
β
)2
−  pgp
(
−αp
β2
)
− pi
2
6β20
(
− 2
β0
)
g0 − 12
(
γ0
β0
)2 (
− 2
β0
)
〈m2〉g0
=
ngnαn
β20
+
 pgpαp
β20
+
pi2
6β20
g0
2
β0
+ [
γ0
β0
g0〈m2〉]2︸        ︷︷        ︸
−M2
.
1
g0〈m2〉 .
1
β0
=
ngnnβ0
β20
+
 pgp pβ0
β20
+
2
β0
[
pi2
6β20
g0 +
M2
2g0〈m2〉
]
︸                  ︷︷                  ︸
E
=
(n)2gn
β0
+
( p)2gp
β0
+
2E
β0
By using the condition in Eq. (A.8), we get
∂ ln Z
∂γ
= − M = γ0
β0
g0〈m2〉 . (A.14)
The 2nd derivative with respect to γ yields
∂2 ln Z
∂γ2
=
g0〈m2〉
β0
(A.15)
We turn now to the mixed derivatives:
∂2 ln Z
∂αn∂αp
=
∂
∂αn
∫ ( αpβ )0
0
g()d = 0 =
∂2 ln Z
∂αp∂αn
. (A.16)
∂2 ln Z
∂β∂αn
=
∂
∂β
∫ ( αnβ )0
0
g()d = gn
(−αn
β2
)
= −gn
nβ0
β20
=
∂2 ln Z
∂αn∂β
. (A.17)
∂2 ln Z
∂β∂αp
=
∂
∂β
∫ ( αpβ )0
0
g()d = gp
(−αp
β2
)
= −gp
pβ0
β20
=
∂2 ln Z
∂αp∂β
. (A.18)
∂2 ln Z
∂αn∂γ
=
∂
∂αn
(
γ0
β0
g0〈m2〉
)
= 0 =
∂2 ln Z
∂γ∂αn
. (A.19)
∂2 ln Z
∂αp∂γ
=
∂
∂αp
(
γ0
β0
g0〈m2〉
)
= 0 =
∂2 ln Z
∂γ∂αp
. (A.20)
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∂2 ln Z
∂β∂γ
=
∂
∂αn
(
γ0
β0
g0〈m2〉
)
= −γ0
β20
g0〈m2〉 = ∂
2 ln Z
∂γ∂β
. (A.21)
With the elements of the determinant in hand, we have
|D| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
gn
β0
0 − ngn
β0
0
0 gp
β0
−  pgp
β0
0
− ngn
β0
−  pgp
β0
(n)2gn
β0
+
( p)2gp
β0
+ 2E
β0
−γ0
β20
g0〈m2〉
0 0 −γ0
β20
g0〈m2〉 g0〈m2〉β0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
gn
β0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
gp
β0
−  pgp
β0
0
−  pgp
β0
(n)2gn
β0
+
( p)2gp
β0
+ 2E
β0
−γ0
β20
g0〈m2〉
0 −γ0
β20
g0〈m2〉 g0〈m2〉β0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
0 gp
β0
0
− ngn
β0
−  pgp
β0
−γ0
β20
g0〈m2〉
0 0 g0〈m
2〉
β0
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
After simplification,
|D| = 2Egngpg0〈m
2〉
β40
− γ
2
0g
2
0gngp〈m2〉2
β60
=
2Egngpg0〈m2〉
β40
−
(
γ0
β0
g0〈m2〉
)2
︸         ︷︷         ︸
(−M)2
.
gngp
β40
=
2Egngpg0〈m2〉
β40
− M2 gngp
β40
=
gngp
β40
(
2Eg0〈m2〉 − M2
)
=
gngp
β40
2〈m2〉g0
(
E − M
2
2〈m2〉g0
)
Further simplification occurs by using the condition in Eq. (A.7):
pi2
6β20g0
= E − M
2
2g0〈m2〉
⇒ 1
β20
=
6
pi2g0
(
M2
2g0〈m2〉
)
and
1
β40
=
36
pi4g20
(
M2
2g0〈m2〉
)2
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Substituting for
1
β40
in the expression for |D|,
|D| = gngp2〈m
2〉g0.36
pi4g20
(
E − M
2
2〈m2〉g0
)3
=
72gngpg0〈m2〉
pi4g20
(
E − M
2
2〈m2〉g0
)3
⇒ |D|1/2 =
(
72gngpg0〈m2〉
pi4g20
)1/2 (
E − M
2
2〈m2〉g0
)3/2
⇒ 1|D|1/2 = pi
2
(
g0
72gngp〈m2〉
)1/2
.
(
E − M
2
2〈m2〉g0
)−3/2
or
1
4pi|D|1/2 =
1
12
(
g20
4gngp
)1/2 ( g20
2〈m2〉
)1/2
g−3/20
(
E − M
2
2〈m2〉g0
)−3/2
To express the nuclear level density in terms of the angular momentum I, we can use
ρ(A, E, Ipi) = ρ(A, E,M = I) − ρ(A, E,M = I + 1)
≈ −
(
∂ρ(A, E,M)
∂M
)
M=I+ 12
Utilizing the expression for
1
4pi|D|1/2 in Eq. (A.3), we obtain
ρ(A, E,M) =
1
12
(
g20
4gngp
)1/2 ( g20
2〈m2〉
)1/2
g−3/20
×
(
E − M
2
2〈m2〉g0
)−3/2
exp
2
[
pi2
6
g0
(
E − M
2
2g0〈m2〉
)]1/2 (A.22)
We make an approximation here by treating the weaker M dependence of(
E − M
2
2〈m2〉g0
)−3/2
as a constant so that its derivative of this with M is negligible. Writing
ρ(A, E, Ipi) = A exp
 2pi√6
√
g0E − M
2
2〈m2〉
 , (A.23)
where
A = 1
12
(
g20
4gngp
)1/2 ( g20
2〈m2〉
)1/2
g−3/20
(
E − M
2
2〈m2〉g0
)−3/2
. (A.24)
With the substitutions
a =
2pi√
b
, b = g0E, c =
1
2〈m2〉 , and M = x (A.25)
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the differentiation with respect to M is of the form
∂
∂x
ea
√
b−cx2 = −acx e
√
b−cx2
√
b − cx2
(A.26)
Performing the differentiation and following through the tedious algebra (see below), the
nuclear level density becomes
ρ(A, E, Ipi) = −A
(
2pi√
6
) (
1
2〈m2〉
)
M exp {}
(
g0E − M
2
2〈m2〉
)−1/2
=
1
12
(
g20
4gngp
)1/2 ( g20
2〈m2〉
)1/2
g−3/20
(
E − M
2
2〈m2〉g0
)−3/2 ( 2pi√
6
) (
1
2〈m2〉
)
M
exp {} g−1/20
(
E − M
2
2〈m2〉
)−1/2
=
M
12
(
pi2
6g0
)1/2 ( g20
4gngp
)1/2
g0
(
1
2g0〈m2〉
)3/2 (
E − M
2
2〈m2〉g0
)−2
exp
2
[
pi2
6
g0
(
E − M
2
2g0〈m2〉
)]1/2 (A.27)
From the relations, M =
2I + 1
2
so that M2 ' I(I + 1), and g0〈m2〉 = Irig~2 (valid in the
semi-classical limit), we can express the nuclear level density by approximating
g20
4gngp
≈ 1 as
ρ(A, E, Ipi) =
2I + 1
24
(
pi2
6
g0
)1/2 ( ~2
2Irig
)3/2 (
E − ~
2I(I + 1)
2Irig
)−2
exp
2
[
pi2
6
g0
(
E − ~
2
2Irig
I(I + 1)
)]1/2
(A.28)
This is the final expression (as quoted in Eq. (2-57) of Ref. [BM69], but without full
details) for the nuclear level density of a two-component system (namely a Fermion gas
with N = Z = A/2) in terms of the total angular momentum, I, and parity, pi.
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